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Introduction
Our extremely popular year-end review of 2022 flavour trends has finally arrived! This publication is unique, as it includes
flavour trends from a variety of geographical locations, covers the full spectrum of NPD, it’s FREE, very extensive & can
essentially be considered a literature review. Trends usually originate from individuals, small businesses & restaurants, not
from multi-nationals. Use this information to get a better appreciation for current global flavour trends from various levels &
segments of the F&B industry. We have focused on presenting trends from about anyone who is utilizing flavours to sell food
& beverages. From over 106 global locations & a total of 4142 information sources, it is a true reflection of what is currently
going on with regards to flavour trends. This information is not purchased, biased, opiniated, recycled or over simplified.
Unlike many flavour houses, we will not predict the “flavour of the year” or the “top flavours for 2022”. We prefer to
categorize & showcase all the worlds trends, since they are in constant evolution, mutation & fusion. What is trendy in one
market, can simply be ordinary, very popular or even not compatible in others.
Similar to last years edition, we have prepared a condensed & an exclusive NPD edition. This special version was specifically
created for product developers, R&D, sales & marketing departments of F&B companies as well as for culinary professionals.
It consists of nine main flavour trends categories, with over 1200 flavour ideas, 304 flavour quotations & many marketing
examples for a variety of flavour launches (see Table 1). The condensed version simply contains about 1/3 of the Information
contained in the exclusive edition.

Table 1: Key flavour trends information contained in the condensed (*) & exclusive NPD editions
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As a flavourist, product developer & home cook, I have always felt that it is necessary to be constantly immersed with
current flavour trends to develop great tasting & successful F&Bs. This document is a distillation of flavour trends information
from the Novotaste website, which was primarily compiled to inspire & inform our clients. Take the time to browse through
our annual publication & create trendy, great tasting F&Bs. Every quote & flavour idea has been extracted from reposted
& referenced content that can easily be found by using the search function on www.novotaste.com (see page 5).
The development of winning products usually involves a partnership between flavour professionals. So, contact us for your
flavour needs today. We have a passionate & experienced flavour team that is up to the challenge. Subscribe to our
monthly newsletter to stay informed of interesting trends. Follow us on LinkedIn to get updates or connect with me to get
immersed in a world of flavours & multisensory topics.

Dr. Luke J.W. Haffenden

Chief flavourist at Novotaste
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Information sources

1

All flavour trend information in this
document has been extracted from
thousands of sources. If you wish to
view the original content…

2

…go to www.novotaste.com

3

Type in the specific flavour &/or the
quotation that interests you in the
search function located on the top
right of the website.

4

You will find the original article
content with reference link. If you
get too many hits, use more
specific/unique combinations of
words or quotations.

5

Want more flavour trends?...obtain
the exclusive NPD edition of our
2022 flavour trends complete
review, by filling out the form on our
website.
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General Trends
This year’s flavour trends are composed of nine main categories & three underlying trends (figure 1). These consist of (1)
indulgence, nostalgia & comfort, (2) mutations & fusions, (3) bold & unique, (4) added value & healthy, (5) globally-inspired,
(6) vegan & mocktails, (7) Me2 (or common), (8) millennials & (9) zoomers flavour trend categories. Relative to this specific
period in time, some past trend categories have evolved into “permatrends” or inherent trends. These consist of (10)
multisensory flavour experiences, (11) the use of natural & (12) clean label ingredients. These have been represented under
the form of a periodic table of flavour trends (Figure 1). They were created after digesting thousands of online articles
containing specific & general flavour information. As data was compiled, it became very clear that flavour trend categories
would dramatically change versus last years. This mainly consisted of mergers of certain flavour trend categories (such as

Figure 1: Novotaste’s periodic table of 2022 flavour trends
Indulgence, nostalgia & comfort) as well as the expansion of last year’s “smoke & mirrors” category into a “millennial” &
“zoomer” categories. These two were created because it’s not just about having a great tasting product anymore, it’s
about how flavours are marketed to consumers. As an example, we are currently seeing more very bold or even disgusting
flavours in NPD launches because they simply create buzz. LTOs (limited time offers), mystery & celebrity inspired flavours
have also become more common. Sales & marketing techniques for flavours have dramatically evolved at the same pace
as technology & how we use it.
Millennials, defined as the age group born between 1981-1996 (figure 2), have grown up in a time of rapid change. They
have different world views, are tech-savvy, more connected than ever, influenceable & are considered to be the largest
generation in human history (that are currently moving into their spending years). Zoomers represent an extension of this,
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with more reliance on interactivity & technologies such as artificial intelligence. These categories or set of techniques utilized
to market flavours, are gaining momentum & are slowly becoming the norm, when trying to get the attention of younger
demographics. Consequently, this document contains a total of 84 millennial & 96 zoomer flavour marketing examples that
are referenced. In the marketing world, it has never been so good. Advances in technology have enabled F&B companies
to directly communicate with clients for instant feedback & suggestions. Analytics & consumer behaviours are constantly

Figure 2: Named generations in the Western world (wikipedia)

being compiled, analysed & utilized to create specific emotions. A simple “Me2” flavour, such as lemon, can be presented
as a mystery flavour, LTO, presented in an uncommon application, be jazzed up with indirect health claims or endorsed by
a celebrity & suddenly become more popular & trendy. For simplicity, we have defined the millennial & zoomer categories
as follows:
Millennial (generation Y) flavour marketing techniques: celebrity endorsements/collaborations, regional/seasonal flavours,
vote for best flavour, consumer suggestions, charity collaborations, limited editions/releases/or time offers (LTOs), engaging
stories, captivating marketing, social media driven flavour profiles.
Zoomer (generation Z) flavour marketing techniques: A.I.-derived flavours, extreme/sensational/novelty, exclusivity, mystery
flavours, cross-brand or applications mashups, novelty/gimmick, pop culture, local, collaborations, extensive variety of
flavours, customizations, experiential moments.
Similar to this, a flavour profile can dramatically be affected by utilizing different sensory cues, such as texture, colour,
heat/cooling effects. Applying a flavour to confectionary products having different shapes, textures & colours will essentially
affect the overall flavour perception or experience.
Utilizing flavour trends in NPD is extremely powerful, since they can transform food & beverages into extremely popular
products or conversely, they can make them unattractive to the average consumer. An average flavour can also transform
into a trendy one, if it is fused with other profiles or marketed in different ways. However, there is a reason why trendy
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restaurants will usually have staple food, beverages & corresponding flavours in their menu. If anything is too trendy, it usually
does not become popular & will result in less revenue. As a product developer, it is easy to be tempted to experiment with
trendy flavour profiles. However, in most cases, NPD launches, especially new categories, will gravitate towards Me2
flavours, such as strawberry, vanilla, chocolate, lemon etc… Flavour trends usually spread & mutate relative to the region,
country, city, town & individuals that notice them. What is trendy in one market, application or demographic can simply be
ordinary in others. One thing that holds true is that if a flavour trend is good, it will eventually transform into a permatrend &
become popular. Trendy gets you noticed, but popular brings more revenue. As flavours trends mature, they become
mainstream & automatically become a me2 profile, unless it is applied to uncommon applications or fused with other
profiles.
Everyone has mixed feelings when it comes to pumpkin
spice, but we can all agree that it has undergone the
metamorphosis from a trendy seasonal flavour into a very
popular profile that seems to sometimes push boundaries.
One could also argue that it is becoming a Me2 flavour &
even progressively creating negative emotions, mainly
because of fatigue. This flavour profile best exemplifies
current flavour trends, because it has evolved, since its
inception in the 1950’s. One of the main reasons this
flavour profile has become so popular is that it simply
creates positive emotions that are linked to childhood
memories. It also could be categorized into several of our
flavour trends. It is normally used to make indulgent F&B
products, such as lattes & or fused with existing flavours,
to make them even more indulgent (such as oreos). In
some applications, it’s boldly added to attract millennials
& zoomers. From pumpkin spice SPAM, KD, condoms, cat
litter, salmon, sausage, hummus, bacon or even face
masks, there are no limits. The main components of
pumpkin spice flavour are essential oils, which have
added value & result in a health halo. Many of the spices
are also commonly used in a variety of Arab & African
countries. Ras-el Hanout, Berbere, Baharat & Arabian
spice blends can all be fused or mutated with pumpkin
spices & provide added complexity to internationallyinspired F&Bs. As can be seen, there are many reasons
why pumpkin spice flavour has become so popular & why
it probably will remain for a long time.
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General Flavour, Food & Beverage Trends Quotations
•

•

Tried & true flavors will continue to thrive as we recover
from the pandemic. But, once recovered, consumers
likely will be in the mood to celebrate & experiment.
Food & beverage will be a focal point of festivities &
consumers likely will want to move on from the tastes
that remind them of these uncertain times.
Soft drink manufacturers looking to attract consumers
will continue to successfully experiment with unusual
flavours for its drinks, as those sorts of flavours prove to
be popular. While mainstays such as lemon-lime & cola
soft drinks have seen small a drop in popularity over the
last year, others that present as weird or cater to a sense
of curiosity are proving to be popular, says GlobalData
analysis. Uncommonly encountered flavours such as
florals or spices have also proven to be a curiosity to
consumers. These sorts of interesting flavours will likely
continue to woo consumers who are eager to try new
flavours when they shop in the fizzy drink aisle. In fact,
over 30% of people surveyed by GlobalData said that
they had bought a drink purely because they were
curious about its flavour.

newly emerging flavors that may appeal to their
customers – & communicate what they include in their
new offerings. “There is a life cycle of how taste & flavors
evolve through time”.
•

Many consumers are eager to get on with life. They are
craving excitement, & flavor houses believe this may be
achieved through global tastes & adventurous
mashups. Many flavor forecasts are in circulation, some
more relevant for certain products than others. Market
researchers assist with guiding innovators in the right
direction. “Consumers may be eager to try the faddish
flavor of the day — like dill pickle a few years back — to
just say they have tried it & feel like they are part of the
on-trend crowd…treats, such as ice cream, seasonal
candy & sweet snacks, are a good place for more
experimental flavors because the purchase price is low
& the eating experience is about fun.”

•

“As we emerge from the pandemic, there will be bursts
of exuberance & an interest in making up for lost time &
lost eating experiences.” Flavor, as always, is at the
heart of this opportunity. Chefs are modernizing the
traditional format, spinning casseroles into creative,
craveable dishes. “COVID-19 is certainly what fueled
the take-&-bake trend. These options score very well
with consumers; 40 percent will continue ordering them
after COVID.” “Consumer mindsets have expanded
when it comes to the types of offerings they’ll order from
restaurants, whether it’s grocery items or take-&-bake
meals. These resonate with consumers & offer operators
a new revenue stream that will stick around for 2021 &
beyond.”

•

When few people can travel, consumers are exploring
ethnic flavors like never before – in effect, they are
traveling with their taste buds. “As the COVID-19
pandemic continues in 2021, consumers are still making
meals at home while some are supporting local
businesses through take-out, or a combination of the
two. Either way, consumers are definitely experiencing
food/flavor fatigue.”

•

Forty-three percent of consumers say they look for new
flavors all of the time or most of the time while about
41% do so occasionally, according to Mintel research.

•

“Manufacturers are always looking for the next big thing
to put them ahead of the competition, so most are
looking for these inspirational (flavor forecast) lists to
help them discover what’s next.”

As seen at the 2021 NACS Show, spicy flavors are all the
rage right now, but GlobalData found that floral flavors,
such as rose, violet & elderflower, are growing in
popularity.

•

When it comes to food, modern-day consumers are
more educated, watchful & globally connected than
ever. As the focus is gradually shifting towards clean &
healthy ingredient labels, restaurants have put their
creative hats on while outfitting to consumer’s altering
dietary & lifestyle preferences. This is not just limited to
hot ingredients but also encompasses desserts. While
the year 2020 has been all about elaborate & blended
flavours & fusion desserts, the upcoming year is sure to
perceive some of these healthy ingredient’s trends

•

•

This year novelty & nostalgia rules. Despite comforting
flavours & new experiences being polar opposites,
given the year we have had, it’s not surprising that some
consumers are looking for solace while others seek
excitement.

•

“In these challenging times, consumers are hungry to
experience comforting new flavors, so menu
developers must remain on the cutting edge of the
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interconnected world. today’s consumers seek food &
beverages which provide the “best of both worlds,”
meaning they provide both taste & functionality....flavor
innovation needs to “bridge the gap between comfort
& adventure. “Consumers are looking for the familiar
flavors they love, but reimagined through different
varietal stories or creative blends. Flavor can be a
source of inspiration & comfort, both now & in the
future,”

being carried forward in a grander way. This will pave
the way towards presentable plated food & desserts.
•

According to company research, 49 percent of
consumers believe every individual is unique & requires
a customized approach to their diet.

•

Flavors from different parts of the world are
specifically flavors from Asia, the Middle East,
America & the Mediterranean regions.
alternatives will expand into new territories in
innovation.

•

•

•

rising,
South
meat
spice

Brown & fruit flavors lead the way in desserts & ice cream
but better growth is coming from more niche categories
such as tea flavors & cake, cookie & pie tastes.

•

”The ice cream category is also extremely innovative,
from a flavoring point of view… whose main purpose is
to satisfy consumers’ need for indulgence.

•

The purchase decision of cake is governed by mostly
flavours. As cake falls under the indulgence-driven
category, it’s imperative to launch new flavours inspired
from the popular culture with new presentations. For
example,
incorporating
unexpected
yet
complementary flavours into recipes. We can also
incorporate organic flavours & contrasting textures that
will create the impulse purchase & excite interest in the
category. A survey published in a leading FMCG portal
says that 77 per cent of consumers give taste the first
preference when it comes to purchasing the sweet
baked products followed by the cost. 65 per cent say
they purchase cakes & cake bars if they see any
innovative flavor.

•

The future of palate-challenging wines is a bit muddled.
Those looking for unique wines with unique flavor notes
will afford the industry a place for growth, the hard
seltzer movement seemingly holds winemakers back
from going too far down the path less traveled. “The
popularity of fruity hard seltzers is a testament to the
human (& American) nature of wanting less palatechallenging drinks.”…There will always be niche markets
that grow & evolve, but much like the progression of
International
Bitterness
Units
(IBU)-chasing
IPA
producers, there will be a ceiling on the market of more
‘advanced’ beverage styles.”

•

Flavor trends speed into the coffee & tea world on the
fast track. Driven in large part by a thirst from younger
consumers for fun, whimsical, adventurous choices, this
beverage category is a hotbed of innovation.

•

Data informs trend analysis, but the meaty information
comes from making sense of menu patterns, finding
through lines in consumer preferences, connecting dots
from micro trends to overarching shifts, & then
contextualizing
opportunities
for
menu
developers….searching for threads in a potential new
flavor direction or looking for an offshoot woven from
those of an established trend is akin to collecting

“Last year was all about comfort & indulgence, but 2022
will see spice & fusion flavor come to the table. With
spicy trends predicted to get even hotter in the new
year, fusion flavors won’t lose their charm either.
Combining familiar flavors with an all-new one is how
bakers will bring global flavors in their applications.
Cultural food trends will appear in food truck formats
offering exciting novel flavors.

The flavor industry increasingly needs to build a bridge
between delivering authentic taste & helping to
maintain the key sensory characteristics of consumer
products. Flavors will therefore further evolve in terms of
functional attributes as well as taste profiles, providing
taste solutions for sugar reduction, masking off-notes,
salt reduction & much more – all while simultaneously
focusing on clean labeling.” Moreover, taste varieties
that address emotional well-being, mindfulness &
relaxation are also expected to trend.
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While retail may have primed the pump by investing in
it first, foodservice now has an exciting opportunity to
elevate it in an array of different applications.

seashells on the beach. You’re not quite sure what
you’re looking for, but you know it’s special when you
see it.
•

Not so long ago, consumers’ interest in ethnic foods
revolved largely around Americanized dishes like
spaghetti & meatballs & General Tso’s chicken. The
growth of social media & online influencers has since
opened their eyes to the real thing. However, with the
onset of COVID-19 & the resulting decline in restaurant
visits, interest in social media & foreign foods spiked.
Now, shoppers are combating the doldrums of
everyday home recipes with more authentic cuisine,
niche ingredients & regional flavors.

•

Learning about ethnic cuisines has become a journey
of discovery for many shoppers. “It’s the unfamiliar
places & nuances,”. “They want regions & flavors of
India, not just Indian food.”

•

”The beer-drinking community has tended to be older
white male,” said Alison Feeney, a Shippensburg
University professor who has written a book on
Pennsylvania’s brewing history. “But there’s definitely
data that shows the younger generation is far more
eager to try something & this is a demographic that’s
going for the sweeter, fruitier flavors.” “The consumers
are always looking for new flavors, new variances,”
Once a tiny niche in a U.S. beer market that now
generates more than $120 billion annually, the many
varieties of fruit-flavored beers comprise one of the
industry’s fastest growing segments.

•

AHA unveiled two new calorie-, sodium- & sweetenerfree varieties: Raspberry + Acai, & Mango + Black Tea.
The team started with more than 300 flavors & tested 42
pairings before optimizing the recipes for these two top
performers.

•

There is talk of an economic boom post-Covid, along
the lines of the ‘Roaring 20s’, fuelled by young people
who have missed out on life experiences in the last
year4. Whether this happens remains to be seen.
However, there is continued interest in nostalgic
flavours, but with a decadent rather than a homely
twist. Consumers have had enough of homely favourites
& want to ‘put on the Ritz’.

•

Most food trends begin in & are driven by foodservice,
which makes the exceptions to that rule interesting to
consider. Toasted white chocolate is one such case.

www.novotaste.com
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Americans are consuming less dairy milk, drinking 146
pounds in 2018, or 100 pounds less than in 1975,
according to data from the USDA. & much of the
demand is coming from millennials & Gen Z consumers,
who are 22% more likely to consume plant-based food
offerings & therefore willing to spend more on them.

•

“Flavor Mashups” has emerged as the first of Innova
Market Insights’ Top Ten Flavor Trends for 2021. Hybrid
flavor innovation is increasingly being used to deliver
new sensory experiences as consumers become
progressively
adventurous,
notes
the
market
researcher. Other important trends include updating &
reimagining traditional & regional flavors, interest in F&B
for immunity, the shift of foodservice favorites into the
home & the ongoing popularity of citrus.

•

“Product developers need to leverage insights & a deep
understanding of the market in order to create new
products that are successful at launch“. It makes it
easier for food & beverage product developers to make
faster & better decisions in selecting the right flavors
during the brainstorm & development phase.”
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Indulgence,
nostalgia & comfort

Flavour trends quotations
•

While nostalgia is a perennial flavor trend, the global pandemic has triggered homesickness for the recent past. Many
consumers are turning to familiar flavors & products that they consider comforting based on the happier times they
recall from as little as a year ago.

•

According to leading industry analysts IWSR one trend to emerge sees consumers turning to products with nostalgic
flavours, as they seek both comfort & indulgence in these difficult days.

•

“After a year filled with uncertainty, consumers are craving a return to normalcy, & that will be reflected in their flavor
choices…we expect to see consumers seek out classic flavors as a way to bring comfort & familiarity back into their
day-to-day lives.”

•

“Classic mood-boosting flavors like chocolate, vanilla, strawberry, dessert & bakery-inspired flavors are in demand. &
indulgent food like carbohydrate-heavy foods can evoke childhood memories like pizza, pasta, fries, warming foods
with a meaty taste, cheese or plant-based comfort foods.”

•

Recent food trends have shown that people are craving nostalgic flavors. While that taste of familiar has a touch of
comfort, it isn’t just the same, boring treat. While the flavor has a connection to that favorite food memory, the new bite
needs to have a touch of excitement.

•

“A world that is perpetually going through changes makes us all lean on the past for comfort, & for most of us, childhood
favorite foods & flavors trigger nostalgia. Biologically, our brain reacts to happy memories by firing neurons that create
a flood of positive feelings through the release of feel-good chemicals that is akin to being rewarded.”

•

Given that framework, expect “comfort” to be another word that dominates, as consumers seek to console themselves
in any way they can.

•

The most considerable demands have been for flavors with a “health halo over the past year.” “This has often meant
prioritizing more classic flavors, such as vanilla for bakery & confectionery, or citrus for beverages. ”With the growing
importance of the “home as a hub,” this “adds a new facet & influences food & beverage innovation. ”To turn eating
at home into a taste experience, premium & comfort flavors are increasing in popularity.

•

Flavors may provide a soothing constant to people within the current social & political climate. While nostalgia &
indulgence will be sought by consumers in 2021, classic flavors may return in more sophisticated forms.

•

The pandemic resurged familiar & nostalgic tastes, which is anticipated to continue as people seek comfort from their
food & beverages. Classic desserts such as brownie, s’mores, & custard are featured as flavors in different categories,
including those in the “sweet” & “beverage” (dairy & hot) charts.
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Popular & trendy flavours
Bacon Mac ‘N’ Cheese New
Baileys & apple pie
Baileys & salted caramel

Hard bourbon caramel latte
Hazelnut truffle
Honeycomb Milk Chocolate

Baileys, crème de menthe & Oreo cookies

Hot Buttered Rum

Banana bread

Iced Gingerbread

Banana Cream Pie
Bananas foster & caramel
Birthday cake
Black forest cake
BLT

Irish Coffee
Jack Daniels, peanut M&Ms, Shreddies & a white chocolate
Jack Daniels, Rolo candy & caramel
Java Chip Oreos
Key lime glazed doughnut

Blueberry Cheesecake

Key lime pie

Bratwurst sausage

Lemon cake

Brown sugar honeycomb
Brownie

Lemon crème pie
Lemon Limeade

Bubble gum

Lemon meringue pie

Burnt butter

Limoncello

Butter pecan latte
Butterscotch
Cannoli
Caramel
Caramel & honeycomb
Caramel Almond Sea Salt
Caramel apple
Caramel Brownie Cream
Caramel butterscotch

www.novotaste.com

mac & cheese
Malted Milk Ball
Mandarin & Blackberry
Mangoberry
Maple
Maple candied bacon
Maple syrup
Marshmallow & chocolate caramel
Marshmallow hot cocoa

15

What do
guavaberries,
mangoberries
& pineberries
taste like?

Request a
flavour sample

& find out!
www.novotaste.com
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Mutations
& fusions

Flavour trend quotations
•

Innovation in hybrid flavors is gathering pace as consumers favor food & beverages that broaden the dimensions of
indulgence. According to a 2021 Innova Flavor Survey, one in three consumers globally agreed that interesting/exotic
combinations influence their flavor choices in food & beverages. Innovations can feature in areas such as cross-category
mashups, hybrids within beverages or sweet & savory combinations. Hybrid combinations were spotlighted in Innova
Market Insight’s 2020 overarching Top Ten Trends with “Hello Hybrids.”

•

Consumers continue to seek comfort from food as they navigate the rise of new coronavirus variants, but many also are
bored by the same-old, same-old after nearly a year at home – creating an opportunity for products that pair bold new
flavors with the familiar & offer elevated twists on classics.

•

While global trends get a local makeover, regional stalwarts are also being brought into modern relevance, & flavors
are being reimagined with the use of exotic ingredients in familiar products. One in two consumers globally say that they
put more trust into a new brand if it collaborates with one that they already know (Innova Consumer Survey 2020). This
trend is reflected in the rise in modern twists on existing products, playing off familiar tastes with cross-category
innovation.

•

Take American-Chinese in unexpected directions by mashing it with other world cuisines. Here, the thick strips of smoked
bacon are glazed with a harissa-General Tso’s sauce & baked to deliciousness. Mash-ups are nothing new…but
powerhouse flavor combinations always feel fresh & relevant. The influence of Latin American & Eastern Mediterranean
cuisines has been well chronicled. & the comfort-centric positioning of kung pao, orange chicken & General Tso’s is wellestablished. Now, consider melding the craveable flavors of those cuisines & look to the opportunities they present. This
modern mash-up introduces more safe adventure into our current comfort-centric food world. Forward-thinking chefs
are always envisioning new possibilities to tantalize consumers’ taste buds with crave-inducing builds that feel effortless.
Here are ideas to set your operation’s recipe development in motion.

•

Taking into consideration that modern-day consumers are prioritising their well-being bakery & gourmet industry has
been experimenting with wholesome flavours & ingredients, alongside turning to functional or plant-based foods & twists
on classic products to avoid menu fatigue. With consumers keen on replicating restaurant experiences at home, one
can expect to witness more wholesome gourmet condiments, cooking sauces & cocktail mixes.

•

The past years has been all about elaborate & blended flavours & fusion desserts, the upcoming year is sure to perceive
some of these healthy ingredient’s trends being carried forward in a grander way. This will pave the way towards
presentable plated food & desserts.

•

Surprising yet accessible flavor combinations are created by pairing mainstream fruit flavors with trending but lessexpected tastes with sensory appeal.

www.novotaste.com
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Popular & trendy flavours
Acai & Blueberry
Acai & strawberry
Ancho, pineapple, chocolate mezcal, jalapeño & honey donut
Apple Cranberry Coconut
Apple crisp macchiato
Basil & lime
Basil berry
Bell Peppers + Cream Cheese
Berries & cream
Berries & mango

Mango-cranberry
Maple Cinnamon Matcha Latte
Maple Pear
Melon & mint
Melon & mountain dew
Melon Medley
Mushrooms & truffles
Nashville mac ‘n’ cheese
Olive pesto
Orange & sweet potato

Birthday cake waffle

Orange + Grapefruit

Black Cherry & Citrus Punch

Orange & Grapefruit

Black cherry lemonade
Black pepper-vanilla
Black raspberry
Blackberries & raspberry
Blackberry & Pomegranate

Orange Pineapple
Orange soda, chai spices & Juniper
Orange, cherry & pineapple
orange-cranberry
P.O.G. (Passionfruit, Orange, Guava)

Blackberry & elderflower

Papaya & pineapple

Blackberry Hibiscus Bellini

Papaya Passionfruit

Blackberry lemon

Papaya passionfruit

Blackberry Mango
Blackberry-sage

Passion fruit, orange & guava
Passion fruit, vanilla & lime

Blackcurrants, gin & vanilla

Passionfruit & Orange

Blood Orange & Black Raspberry

Passionfruit & turmeric

Blood Orange Elderflower Mimosa
Blood orange grapefruit

www.novotaste.com

Passionfruit & vanilla
Passionfruit, pineapple & orange
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Bold & unique

Flavour trend quotations
•

Bland is boring. From new to twists on traditional flavours, bold food flavors will be popular.

•

It’s not just fandom that keeps spicy menu items around. Spicy can be a hard category to define. While some customers
like a hint, others look for a level that pushes the limits. But as seekers of all things hot continue to ask for more, in multiple
forms, restaurants are listening. & whatever you do, don’t call spicy a trend. trends & popularity of certain flavors & items
evolve, but customers are always going to crave that spicy classic they know & love, or innovative item they’re interested
in trying. There’s something about spice that ignites the senses & evokes more flavor than a regular item, & I don’t see
that love for the category ever diminishing.”

•

Hot peppers from many cultures are appearing on their own & as ingredients in condiments & other foods. The peppers
are more than just hot, however: Their complex flavors combine “heat” with other nuances. This moves hot food beyond
the “mild, medium & hot” parameters with which most Americans are familiar. “The heat index has become more
sophisticated, involving what the pepper is, where it’s from & what it does to food.”

•

Chefs today are exploring smoke’s potential & pushing the boundaries on how it’s used. As a subtle component, it helps
build craveability. It can also punctuate a dish or a drink as a high-impact ingredient, a handy tool when searching for
contrast, pizzazz or entertainment value.

•

The rise in hot honey coincides with the rise in desire for chilli & hot sauces. 27% said they had seen spicy foods popularity
rise during 2020 & almost a quarter (24%) said they’d want to try spicy foods for the first time in 2021.

•

The trend toward savory-sweet-spicy options is one to keep an eye on.

•

“From a younger consumer point of view, extreme heat is considered something to brag about.” In addition, the stress
of the pandemic is another key factor driving the demand for spicy taste experiences. “Extreme heat can be a way to
throw caution to the wind & fly in the face of nearly two years’ worth of anxiety & threat. So, I’d expect this trend to
continue over the next couple of years.” Research from Datassential tells an impressive tale about the domination of
spicy hot flavor profiles in dipping sauces. Tracking menu mentions over the last four years, Datassential found a
whopping seven different flavor systems increasing their presence in the dipping sauce segment with triple-digit
percentages.

•

When honing a brand’s off-premise strategy, assertive flavor building in sauces is critical. This aggressive approach
compensates for the muted tones that are inevitable in delivery & takeout. Temperature & texture often take a hit during
transport, &, of course, no matter how clever the packaging & the marketing, the hospitality that serves up the dish &
represents the brand is only a soft backdrop in off-premise dining. Heat, of course, opens a direct pathway to punching
up flavor in the sauce category, helping compensate for loss of other attributes & delivering a flavor-forward, unique &
memorable experience.
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•

“Consumers today are searching for bolder & more flavorful foods from around the world, & they seek to bring new
flavorings into cooking at home. …they want bold, approachable flavors, & they want to be able to add them easily to
any meal.”

•

“Barbecue” has been spotlighted as the top trending flavor of 2021 for snacks, meats, meat alternatives, vegetables,
sauces, marinades & seasonings. The trend was established following an extensive review of research in emerging
flavors. Cooking with fire, the world’s oldest method of preparing food, has captured the imagination of consumers. “This
shows that consumers everywhere are looking for new & ethnic-inspired specific tastes – such as Korean, Texas or
Brazilian, in various meat & snack products.” “Consumers love the balance of sweetness, salt, spices & smoke that seems
to enhance virtually any application & we regularly witness new barbecue-flavored items showing up on menus & in
stores. ”Worldwide, 39 barbecue variations have been identified, ranging from Memphis & Texas-inspired flavors from
North America, kebab in the Middle East, yakitori, char sui & tandoori in Asia, khorovats from Armenia & jerk flavor from
Latin America. Barbecue has also begun to enter the mash-up trend, with curry, sweet chili & beer-inspired flavors on
the rise. The most significant growth potential lies in Asia, with NPD launches up 21% in the last five years. More than 33%
of all sauces & seasoning products launched simultaneously display “barbecue” on the packaging & 30% of new snack
products.

•

According to Innova Market Insights, global BBQ flavored food & beverage launches have grown an average of 19%
between 2015 & 2019. “Now that people are grilling more, we’ve seen an increased interest in BBQ flavors that are
regionally diverse ranging from sweet to smoky.

•

Companies like PepsiCo, Kraft Heinz, & Anheuser-Busch are embracing wild new flavors that seem novel & extreme. But
upon closer inspection, they’re actually just remixing flavors we already know & love. These brand mashups have been
on-trend for some time, but COVID-19 has cemented the practice. Lockdown offered food & beverage companies an
unparalleled captive audience of people starved as much for comfort as they are novelty. Call it the new nostalgia. The
flavors themselves aren’t fresh, but they are placed into surprising contexts to offer a combination of comfort &
adventure. Sometimes those flavors are strangely intriguing, like Pepsi Apple Pie cola, & sometimes they are nothing short
of a gag-worthy food troll, like Pumpkin Spice Kraft Macaroni & Cheese. During the pandemic. “We’ve notably seen
some of our clients who generally stay a little more conservative are [now] happy to be a little more adventurous [if] not
wildly outside of the box. “Everybody is just looking to stay interested & make tomorrow a little different than yesterday.
You’re in the same location, wearing the same thing. “Because everyone’s world has gotten a lot smaller, from travel &
restaurants being closed, things you’d normally do to keep your ongoing ritual more interesting, you have to bring more
of that into the home.” Food companies say that this new nostalgia isn’t going anywhere soon. But will we still be craving
comfort when the world reopens?

•

Heat-spiked dipping sauces like Nashville hot aïoli
represent big flavor opportunities for heat-seeking
consumers, showing triple-digit menu growth over the
past four years. As the American love affair with spicy
heat grows deeper & more enduring with each
passing year, operators are turning up the
temperature across the menu in response. This
includes offering trend-forward dipping sauces that
give a welcome kick to items prime for dunking &
elevating their crave quotient. Whether giving classic
dip recipes new energy or introducing patrons to newto-them global dishes that feature spicy dipping
sauces as an essential component, this menu
category can serve as an effective entry point for
flavor exploration. “Even over the course of the
pandemic, when we saw both consumers & operators
taking less risks & choosing more familiar foods, there
were numerous spicy flavors & sauces that continued
to increase their menu penetration.”

•

Consumers are gaining knowledge about the right peppers for recipes, snacking & condiments, thanks to a growing
number of regional chili peppers, chili crisps, dried peppers & pepper flakes hitting the market, according to the SFA.
Flavor innovations like a cooking oil that paired coffee with spicy chilis were on display.
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Popular & trendy flavours
Aji Amarillo (Peru)
Ancho pepper

Maggot-filled Casu Marzu Cheese
Manchurian chile

Bacon & blueberries

Mango Habanero

Balsamic strawberry

Mango jalapeño

Balsamic vinegar
BBQ & vanilla icecream
Black cherry wine
Black pepper & vanilla icecream
Boiled Crawfish
Buffalo sauce
Cajun spice

Maple Honey Sriracha
Marmite Dynamite
Mesquite
Mint pickle
Mule variations
Nashville BBQ
Orange, chipotle & honey

Calabrian chiles

Peanut Butter Lychee

Carolina reaper

Pickle margarita

Carolina Reaper peppers

Pickled onion

Cayenne pepper & truffle

Pimento pepper

Celery, carrot, hot pepper & tomato
Chai latte & apple cider

Pineapple jalapeño.
Pinot Noir Gin

Char sui
Chedapeño
Cheddar & vanilla
Chilli & ginger
Chilli pepper
Chocolate chili pie
Chocolate, salted fish sauce & caramel

Piri Piri
Poblano pepper
Pomegranate Fried Apple Rings
Red Pepper & Lime
Rich & Tangy Cheddar
Roasted garlic
Roasted Pineapple-Honey Mustard

Chorizo

Sauerkraut icecream

Cicada

Scorpion chilie

Creamy Sriracha Sauce
Creole Pickle
Extreme seasoned
Fire-roasted red pepper
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Serrano pepper
Sizzlin’ Fire Roasted
Slammin’ Moroccan Spice
Smoke (various)
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If you can imagine it…

…we can create its taste
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Added value &
healthy
Perception is everything they say. Why does carrot cake sound more healthy then s’mores?

Flavour trend quotations
•

“With consumers seeking healthy halo ingredients, trend spotter data shows that immunity-focused drinks are starting to
make an impact across foodservice. We can also predict that demand for authentic fruit & berry flavors will increase
beyond autumn 2021.” Flavors such as raspberry, cherry & cranberry are gaining traction this year. Flavors such as
raspberry, cherry & cranberry are gaining traction this year & blackcurrant, elderberry & cloudberry will be a future focus
of beverage innovation.

•

Drawn to the flavors, colors & textures of sea vegetables & sea greens, chefs are exploring the possibilities, leaning on
their culinary expertise to discover creative ways to bring seaweed onto trend-forward menus. The time is right for this
kind of flavor adventure, buoyed by a number of factors. “Seaweed was named as one of the top Future 50 Foods by
the World Wildlife Fund-U.K., & for good reason—its nutrient-rich profile & abundance make it a true superfood. In
addition, its unique & unmistakable flavor adds a dynamic that few ingredients can.”

•

“As we head into a second year of the COVID-19 pandemic, comfort is an overriding theme,” Ms. Purcell said. “The
events of the past 18 months have consumers seeking out familiar & comforting foods & beverages, but often with a twist
for some excitement, or with specific diets & health concerns in mind.”

•

Consumer research revealed that botanical extracts generate several emotions, including energy, excitement,
creativity & fun. More than 6,500 consumers across 12 countries in North America, Europe, Latin America, Asia Pacific &
Africa were surveyed.

•

Utilizing things such as sweet citrus, berries, & tropical fruits like mango & pineapple, can add both health benefits &
rounded sweetness to otherwise savory dishes,”. Botanicals like oranges & berries as on-trend flavor choices that play
into the consumer desire for clean-label health & wellness tastes.

•

Products that tap into the desire for something really indulgent & luxurious, whilst still being healthy is trendy.

•

Another trend likely to gain steam is in flavours that have functional benefits around immunity & related issues like sleep,
mood, depression, inflammation & gut health.

•

“Due to the ongoing pandemic, any callouts with anti-microbial properties, including flavors using essential oils or
ingredients, will be popular.

•

Flavors based on fruits & vegetables may target both the health & comfort categories will be popular.
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•

Botanical flavours taking patrons down the memory lane: The traditional botanical & floral flavours are being seen in a
variety of products. In the subsequent years, these will be seen in more applications.

•

The focus on health & wellness is heightened, & consumers are looking to food & beverage to further their goals. Brands
have an opportunity to combine healthy ingredients with comforting flavor profiles. To encourage innovation in the
space.

•

Foods that help the microbiome are on trend.

•

“Refreshing, uplifting flavors that are associated with well-being, like citrus, fruits & berries, are appealing in colder &
warmer seasons alike. We anticipate consumers will be more adventurous with their food & beverage choices. We
expect product developers to combine comfort foods with exotic ingredients, such as frozen desserts that pair
chocolate with heat-inducing spices like cayenne or ginger…as we emerge from the pandemic, there will be bursts of
exuberance & an interest in making up for lost time & lost eating experiences. However, health & wellness will never be
far from our minds, so new botanicals will emerge.”

•

The ‘no drinking for the next year’ trend embodies the ideals of more people than ever with the ‘better for you’ trend &
consumers have latched onto it with conscious conviction when it comes to the alcoholic beverages they choose to
consume. “More & more of us are conscious of what we’re putting into our body – & that’s a good thing! They are
looking for options that are lower sugar, lower calorie, vegan friendly & with no artificial flavours or preservatives,”

•

“Health & wellness is a permatrend that has taken on new weight thanks to the circumstances of the last year,” “We’ll
continue to see trends favoring flavor profiles associated with functional benefits, like fruits & botanicals.” These plantbased ingredients are poised to show up in categories that already lend themselves to health-conscious consumers,
such as protein bars & nutritional beverages.

•

With Innova Market Insights pegging “In-Tune with Immune” as a top trend for this year, Fruitually highlights that
consumption of fruits that strengthen the immune system enjoyed a 20 percent increase.

•

“The global focus on holistic health is driving demand for functional flavor ingredients & flavors that symbolize well-being,
such as orange, lemon, lime & other citrus fruits that naturally contain high levels of vitamin C & other antioxidants.”...
ginger & citrus, chamomile or lavender, hemp or green tea.

•

Beyond seemingly limitless flavor options, from blood orange to hibiscus, seltzers have two main draws. First, they have a
low alcohol content, usually between 3.5 & 5 percent, so drinkers report being able to sip them without feeling too
heady, too fast. Second, seltzers have fewer calories & carbohydrates than your typical beer, so many consider it to be
a health-conscious alternative.

•

Traditional brown & vanilla options are facing rising competition from fruit, nut & novelty tastes. Fruit & nuts offer a healthy
image, but can also add indulgence, as well as fulfilling the rising demand for more natural, vegan & plant-based
products. Meanwhile NPD is also taking inspiration from other food & drinks markets. Significantly, hybridisation is already
a top trend & the influence on flavour use in sports nutrition is rising as the category moves further into the mainstream &
we start to see brand crossovers.

•

Citrus fruits will continue to lead, with high consumer recognition of their vitamin content & immune benefits, while
antioxidant-rich berries & green tea & antibacterial honey & ginger are also likely to perform well. Citrus flavors pair well
with the fast-growing use of immune health positionings & other well-being claims. The top reason for consumers
choosing citrus flavors is for refreshment (44 percent), but immunity boosting is close behind with 40 percent. Different
citrus flavors are also coming to the fore, with clementine the fastest-growing citrus variant for food & beverage launches
over the 2016 to 2020 period.

•

Immunity & health are top of mind for consumers, & ongoing anxiety over COVID-19 will continue to be a key focus for
2021. Immunity-boosting ingredients will play a significant role in the coming year. Fruity flavors appear particularly
important since one in three consumers globally say that they would choose orchard flavors when wanting to boost their
immunity. Blends of fruity flavors with exotic & indulgent ingredients are typically used to promote immune benefits.

•

The flavors are “Strawberry Lavender Rosemary Tulsi, Mango Turmeric Ginger Guayusa, Raspberry Mint White Peony Tea,
Apple Lemon Cayenne Yerba Mate, & Peach Hibiscus Jasmine Green Tea.” Each flavor has been created to focus on
particular purpose, like revive, relax & rejuvenate. As seen by the flavor combinations, these teas are elevated. Each
bottle is similar to a perfectly composed chef’s plate. These teas are similar to a great dish that hits all the flavor profiles,
sweet, spicy, sour, bitter & umami (reference).
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Popular & trendy flavours
Absinthe
Açai

Haskap berry
Hemp

Acai berry hibiscus
Acerola
Aloe vera
Anisette
Apple cider vinegar
Apple Lemon Cayenne Yerba Mate
Ashwagandha
Baobab
Barley grass
Basil

Hibiscus
Hibiscus & pomegranate
Huckleberry
Jasmin
Jasmine peach
Jujube
Lavender
Lemon
Lemon balm
Lemon Chamomile

Beetroot
Bergamot

Lemon, elderflower & white tea
Lemonade-lavender

Black licorice

Lemongrass & ginger,

Black sesame

Lime & Ginger

Bitters

Lime Basil

Bitters, ginger & birch
Black tea
Blackberry raspberry hibiscus
Blackberry rhubarb
Blueberries & blackberry
Blueberry acai
Blueberry blossom honey
Blueberry Citrus Basil
Blueberry-hibiscus
Carob
Carrot & ginger
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Lingonberry tea
Magnolia
Mango + black tea
Mango Turmeric Ginger
Mangonada
Maple syrup-based bitters
Matcha
Matcha blueberry
Mushroom
Nigella seeds
Orange
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Novotaste has extensive essential oil products & knowledge
Amyris Oil

Dillweed Oil

Neroli Oil

Aniseed Star Oil

Eucalyptus Oil Citriodora

Niaouli Oil

Balsam Peru Oil

Eucalyptus Oil Dives

Basil Oil
Bay Leaf Oil
Bergamot Oil
Black Pepper Oil
Buchu Leaf Oil
Cajeput Oil
Chamomile Oil
Chamomile Oil Roman
Camphor Oil White

Nutmeg Oil

Eucalyptus Oil Radiata

Olibanum

Eucalyptus Oil

Onion Oil

Fennel Sweet Oil

Orange Oil*

Fir Oil

Origanum Oil

Fir Needle Oil

Palmarosa Oil

Garlic Oil*

Parsley Leaf Oil

Geranium Oil

Parsley Seed Oil

Ginger Oil
Grapefruit Oil White*

Patchouli Oil
Peppermint Oil Yakima

Cananga Oil

Grapefruit Oil Pink

Peppermint Oil*

Caraway Oil

Grapefruit Oil Red

Petitgrain Oil

Cardamom Oil

HoWood Oil

Carrot Seed Oil

Hyssop Oil

Cassia Oil Redistilled

Juniper Berry Oil

Pimento Leaf Oil
Pine Oil White
Pine Oil Sylvestris

Cedar Leaf Oil

Laurel Leaf Oil

Ravensare Oil

Cedarwood Oil

Lavandin Oil Grosso

Rosemary Oil*

Celery Seed Oil

Lavandin Oil Super

Sage Clary Oil*

Cinnamon Leaf Oil*

Lavandin Oil Abrialis

Sage Dalmatian Oil

Cinnamon Bark Oil

Lavender Oil Bulgarian

Savory Oil Summer

Cistus Oil

Lavender Oil*

Spearmint Oil*

Citronella Oil*

Lavender Spike Oil

Spruce Oil White

Clementine Oil

Lemon Oil*

Spruce Oil Black

Lemongrass Oil E.I.*

Spruce Oil Blue

Clove Bud Oil
Clove Leaf Oil Rectified

Lime Oil Cold Pressed

Tangerine Oil

Copaiba Oil

Lime Oil Distilled Mexican*

Tarragon Oil

Coriander Oil

Litsea Cubeba Oil

Tea Tree Oil*

Coriander Leaf Oil

Mandarin Oil

Thyme Oil White

Cornmint Oil Redistilled

Marjoram Oil

Vetiver Oil*

Cumin Seed Oil
Cypress Oil

Menthol crystals*
Myrtle Oil

Wintergreen Oil
Ylang Ylang #3 Oil

*available as organic

Request a sample
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Globallyinspired
Flavour trend quotations
•

“Globally inspired flavors have been an upward trend the last few years, but I expect this trend to accelerate because
of the pandemic.”

•

Chinese food will likely enjoy a resurgence of sorts with operators using it as a framework for innovation in non-Chinese
categories, like mashups, but that will be tricky depending on US/China relations — any new conflicts. “The key engine
to industry innovation has been significantly negatively impacted — namely fine dining — which will leave a lot of the
innovation to casual dining & fast casual…this means innovation will be a bit closer in as those segments need to appeal
to a broader array of consumers than fine dining does.”

•

Chinese American cuisine had delivery down way before it became popular. It is also a taste of comfort for people of
all ages & nationalities despite where they grew up. While it may have been out-of-fashion for a while, we believe
Chinese-American food is about to make a comeback. Chinese American food presents an opportunity for reinvention,
offering people the tastes they know & love but with a bit more transparency to ingredients & where they come from.
Overall, Chinese has reigned as a comfort-food favorite for decades in the US, thanks to a foundational cuisine that
balances sweet, hot, savory, sour & umami beautifully.

•

Global innovation in the desert & savoury demographic will continue to surge in the coming years & looking ahead, the
industry aims to seek fusions of diverse cultures adding more innovation in the dessert spectrum.

•

Although certainly not new, mash-ups that are forged through historical circumstance—colonialism & immigration—are
perhaps two of the biggest drivers. This type of culturally diverse fusion cooking is making significant inroads on menus.
& with that, it’s breathing new life into global flavor discoveries made manifest in dishes that are wholly original,
reassuringly familiar & incredibly craveable. Pan-African flavors are becoming more prevalent on menus.

•

Consumers are seeking authentic global flavors on quick-service and fast-casual restaurant menus, and they are willing
to pay a premium for these culinary experiences. “Global flavors are among the fastest growing across a variety of
entree categories and mealparts,” Technomic concluded in its recent Flavor Consumer Trend Report. The report found
that Mexican flavors are among the most popular and/or fastest-growing flavors in many types of dishes, from chicken
to steak to vegetable sides.

•

The popularity of Mexican flavors coincides with consumers’ growing interest in trying new foods as their dining habits
return to pre-pandemic patterns, and also with consumers’ interest in spicy flavors. Mexican food also offers consumers
some of the most craveable attributes of any type of food. According to Technomic’s Flavor report, craveability drives
trial and traffic, with cheesy flavors, savory flavors and spicy flavors as the three most craveable flavors. In addition, 53%
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of consumers said their preferred spice range on a scale of one (not spicy at all) to 10 (extremely spicy) was between
seven and 10. Hot sauce use has also increased since 2019, aligning with the increased preference for very spicy flavors.
•

Asian flavours particularly Japanese, lend bakers the prospect to try some unusual flavours.

•

Chefs understand its potential, using sauces to introduce a craveable mouthfeel & lift the experience into singular status.
Modern menu development sees an exploration of global pantries for bold, on-trend flavors that mash up well with
everything from barbecue sauce to hollandaise. There’s also a reimagining of nostalgic sauces, with chefs updating
them with deft flavor touches.

•

Asian flavors from Japan, South Korea, the Philippines & Thailand lead the way.

•

PepsiCo’s Frito-Lay US Snack Index, created through research conducted April 28-30 among a national sample of 2,199
adults, was released in May. It revealed 32% of Americans prefer new, spicy & bold flavors, which compared to 25% in
2020. Among millennials & Gen Z, 45% said they prefer new, spicy & bold flavors in 2021. Those flavors come from various
cultures & continents. “We have seen a considerable increase in demand over the past few years for international snack
flavors,”

•

“It’s no surprise that international flavors like these have grown in popularity over the past 12 to 18 months since they
offer excitement to consumers who have been stuck at home during the pandemic & unable to enjoy experiences like
travel or restaurant dining,…the snack itself is usually a familiar staple comfort food like chips, crackers or popcorn, but
the added flavor is where the opportunity for exploration & innovation exists.”

•

With the absence of travel & consumers spending more time at home, restaurants may provide the opportunity for diners
to supplement lost experiences with global flavors & dishes. More than 70% of US consumers enjoy trying new
experiences, including food & drink flavor discovery. Gen Z & millennials had the most diverse palates & showed the
strongest interest in international cuisine. Younger consumers were most interested in trying African & Korean dishes,
along with Japanese, Indian, Latin American & Middle Eastern cuisine.

•

Consumers have leaned into the cultural melting pot in recent years, with the growth of fusion foods on US menus
outpacing all other cuisines between 2015 & 2019, according to the report. Latin dishes also made waves on menus, with
the incidence of Latin cuisine increasing 121% during the period, driven by trending dishes like queso fundido,
empanada, churros & carne asada.

•

The cake industry is embracing fruit, botanicals, & cocktails. Citrus fruits are a particular favourite of late, with the likes of
grapefruit & blood orange gaining traction alongside traditional lemon & lime. “Refreshing citrus flavours will remain a
staple for cake innovations, alongside superfruits & berries.” Continuing with the exotic, flavours from Japan have been
utilised of late – even more so thanks to the recent Olympic Games. “The boom in Japanese cuisine, particularly with
millennials who love its simplicity & natural ingredients, has moved into bakery.” “Fruity & floral orange blossom & lychee
give a nod to current Japanese interests, while cherry blossom, also known as Sakura, with its light, floral not-too-sicklysweetness, can be used with a wide variety of flavour combinations in a sweet bakery product such as cherry blossom
roulade.”

•

Global flavors offered consumers culinary adventures in lieu of traveling during the pandemic, & their growing
prominence may inspire innovation in snacks & treats categories in the year ahead, the SFA predicted. Examples from
Fancy Food 24/7 include keto-friendly snack bars in Thai flavors, potato chips from Spain in foie gras flavor & peanuts
flavored with turmeric & chili. Also on display at the digital event were Latin American-inspired ice cream flavors & white
chocolate moringa-infused bars topped with pinipig, a traditional Filipino ingredient of pounded & toasted young
glutinous rice.

•

While demand for global flavors has been on the upswing in recent years, limited travel & dining out have left consumers
searching for novelty through cuisine…the pace of global flavors appearing in food applications is expected to intensify.

•

Regional Indian flavours, Afro-Carribean, Singapore/Malay & Jewish flavours are trending.

•

“With the Olympics in Japan later, expect a surge of interest & curiosity for Japanese tastes (savory umami & its partner
kokumi) & flavors, such as those that arise from fermented & pickled foods…we are seeing more miso in sweet sauces &
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desserts as well as in savory foods & also koji, the fungus at the root of miso, being used to generate cultured food with
umami taste profiles.”
•

Coziness, meet Cozumel as Mexican comfort foods reign supreme & people gravitate toward nostalgic “homemade”
style favorites like enchiladas. Get ready to dive into deep, rich sauces, including mole, which will continue to grow in
popularity. Salsa macha will share the spotlight thanks to exploration of the breadth of salsa varieties that exist within
Mexican cuisine. Food exploration will satisfy Americans’ wanderlust as 55% plan to travel less in 2021, & the same
percentage report they’re looking to learn the stories behind famous Mexican recipes.

•

Mexican food found mainstream acceptance in the United States decades ago, & yet all is not staid in seasonings for
that cuisine. To bring innovations to the category, restaurant chefs & food formulators may turn to dishes & flavors from
various regions of the country. New flavors from Asia & the Middle East are intriguing American consumers as well.
Consumers are showing a renewed interest in three global flavor favorites — Italian, Mexican & Chinese. “As the
popularity of Mexican food has soared, consumers are becoming more adventurous with their food choices. They now
seek authentic dishes beyond the familiar tacos & burritos. For example, we’re seeing interest in foods such as birria
(braised lamb or goat with pasilla, guajillo & ancho chili peppers), & regional tacos that hail from specific areas of
Mexico.”

•

Pizza has been topped with pickles, pineapple, poutine & KFC chicken; Shawarma pizzas have popped up on many 24-1 menus, as have pizzas with butter chicken & other Indian flavours for toppings. Middle Eastern restaurants may refer
to their manaeesh as “Arabic pizzas” (which might include halloumi cheese & za’atar spice): pizza doughs, it would
seem, are a blank slate for flavour.

•

This year’s flavor trends invite comforting global flavors to the table in approachable ways; dive deep into the fresh,
undiscovered ingredients & textures of the coast; & reignite our health & wellness focus through the re-emergence of
mindful eating & intentional ingredients based on ancient philosophy.

•

Little was known of India’s nuanced use of spices, centuries-old cooking techniques & regional specialities. Till Indian
chefs cooking in foreign countries began applying the processes of French haute cuisine to their renditions of Indian
food. The French applications of standardisation to enable creativity, multi-course meals & tasting menus,
deconstructed/restructured approaches to classic dishes, the use of local produce to add newer dimensions—all this
has helped catapult Indian cuisine to haute status, helping the world understand the depth of culinary history & nuanced
use of spices.

•

Taiwanese cuisine increased 807% from January to October 2020 when compared to the same period in 2019. Other big
gainers were French at 501%, Filipino at 313%, Australian at 308% & Moroccan at 255%. New flavors from Thai,
Vietnamese, Burmese & Malaysian cuisines are being incorporated into classic comfort foods such as tacos, chicken
wings, & other quick-bite or small-bite meals.

•

Korean & Japanese flavors are capturing a growing presence on US menu.

•

“Seasoning blends & ingredients native to the Middle Eastern & Moroccan regions add warm, complex spice profiles &
incorporate plant-based ingredients, including lentils, chickpeas & grains…in line with consumer interest in Middle Eastern
& African cuisines, particularly Moroccan cuisine. Brands are creating fusion products by incorporating spice blends in
unconventional places like empanadas, oatmeal, pasta sauce & bone broth. Contemporary comfort is at the core of
these types of innovation that blend warm spices with classically warm, often comfort foods.”

•

Wafu cuisine - Culinary techniques and flavors from Japan and Italy combine to drive this emerging cuisine. But don’t
call it fusion. The cuisine doesn’t have a lot of name recognition in the United States, but it’s pretty well known in Japan
and Italy, where chefs have combined the flavors, ingredients and techniques from both cultures to create unique
dishes.
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Popular & trendy flavours
Adobo

Mango ketchup

Aji Amarillo

Mango rasmali

AL PASTOR

Maqui berry

Allspice
Amarena cherry, fig & mascarpone
Amba
Apricot
Apricot & wasabi
Bagel seasoning
BAHARAT
Banana leaf
Banana Rum
Baobab
Barfi

Marigolds (edible flower)
Menchi katsu
Mexican hot chocolate
Mikan (satsuma)
Mince Pie
Moringa
Moroccan tagine Seasoning
Moroccan-Spiced Barbecue Sauce with Bourbon
Muscovado syrup
Nasi Lemak
Nigella seeds (black cumin)

Black cardmom

Nori (Japanese seaweed)

Black lime

Oaxaca cheese

Black sugar syrup

Orange blossom

Boba

Orange Szechuan

Brazo de mercedes
Brown sugar milk tea
Bulgogi
Bundling thai tea
Bunga Telang Coconut Cake
Cajun

Orange wine
Oxalis (edible flower)
Pandan
Pandan creme brulee
Pandan gula melaka
Pandan latte

Bergamot peel, green gordal olives from Seville & rosemary
Cardamom (green)

Pannagam
Parma violet

Cardamom (black)
Chamoy (Mexican fruit salsa)
Champorado
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Flavour trends inspired by
recent international foods & beverages

Pandan
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Pho

Arabic coffee
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Vegan &
mocktail
Flavour trend quotations
•

Spirit flavors also are gaining traction, especially with consumers who may have imbibed too much in 2020. They still
want the flavors, but without the alcohol. “As the sober curious are looking to ‘beer-less’ beers & ‘alcohol-less’ spirits,
traditionally indulgent & child-friendly categories, such as ice creams & candies are being taken over by spirit flavors,”.
“We are seeing an increased number of launches of non-alcoholic beverages that carry spirit flavors & are positioned
to be as enticing as their alcoholic counterparts.” “In the confectionery space, bourbon-infused chocolates, chocolate
bombs filled with liqueur, Irish cream brownies, rosé-flavored ice cream & chocolate cake made with a rich stout are
just a few examples of elevated desserts that consumers seek to treat themselves.”

•

Cocktail or mocktail-infused desserts will become more mainstream: Making use of them in deserts has been finding a
lot of acceptance in the modern gastronomy phase. Cocktail-inspired deserts like a Bloody Mary cream pie, gimlet
mousse, a bourbon cake, Prosecco-soaked sponges & cakes inspired by cocktails, such as piña colada cake have
marked their place in the dessert menus. Alcohol-based ice creams have also become a huge hit & will be a definite &
evolved flavour this year.

•

Vegan offerings were branching out into new cuisines,
targeting adventurous consumers with cravings for
grilled Middle Eastern meats, Asian satays & the
Mediterranean palate. In line with Innova Market
Insights’ number two Top Trend for 2022, “Plant-Based:
The Canvas for Innovation,” plant-based foods will
continue to be an integral part of all restaurants &
grocery stores. In addition to this trend, there is a
growth in superfood inclusions, such as” berries, green
tea, ginger, nuts & seeds which are proving popular in
bakery products.”

•

Market research firm Innova Market Insights has found that while flavour is still the most important choice factor &
purchase driver for ice cream shoppers, other trends can help build a competitive edge. These include non-dairy
formulations, low sugar recipes, cleaner labels & ethical ingredients. Non-dairy ice cream has been on trend in recent
years. Launch numbers rose at a CAGR of almost 30% over 201–2020 & non-dairy lines now account for 10% of all ice
cream introductions. This rises to as much as one-quarter of all activity in North America & one-fifth of launches in
Australasia. Innova found that where alternative positionings are used to target specific consumer interests, taste choices
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remain vital. Taste can be even more important in healthier recipes, helping to cement an indulgent image. For example,
salted caramel is one of the biggest winners in recent flavour development, Innova says, rising to fifth in the flavour
rankings.
•

With recent statistics predicting that plant-based eating will continue to grow in popularity, particularly with U.S. shoppers
who have decided to make their newfound vegan meat purchases a long-term habit.

•

Consumers are more cautious about their health & wellbeing because of the pandemic &, after months of being
cooped up indoors, many will want to embrace a healthier lifestyle. Six out of 10 global consumers are increasingly
looking for food & beverage products that support their immune health, with one in three saying that concerns about
immune health increased in 2020 over 2019.

•

The dialed-down spirits category record growth in our stores this year. With millennials & Gen Z-ers dabbling in
“drysolation” during the pandemic, we don’t see the sober-curious mindset going away anytime soon. Enter a new
lineup of drinks that provide the taste & sophistication of cocktails without the buzz. If you want to shake things up, there
are elegant mocktail options to explore.

•

The trendspotting panel predicted non-alcoholic spirits, wines & mixers will continue helping non-drinkers imbibe without
compromise in the year ahead. “The low- & no-alcohol trend is booming, & one new area within it is de-alcoholised
wine,” said Kara Nielsen, director of food & drink for WGSN & a member of the SFA’s trendspotting panel. Other on-trend
products include cocktail-flavor infusions in ice cubes, a pickle juice chaser, a cocktail mix that doubles as a recovery
shot for runners & syrups flavored with turmeric & ginger.

•

Another trend largely centered on holistic wellness is
influencing the adult beverage category as well: the rise
of mocktails & non-alcoholic beverages for teetotalers or
the “sober curious.” A new analysis of Nielsen data
conducted by Goldman Sachs Equity Research has
found that sales of non-alcoholic drinks rose 12.9% for the
two-week period & dollar sales climbed 22.6% on a twoyear stacked basis. Because mocktails & alcohol-free
products are typically sold in the same department as
adult beverages, grocers can keep an eye on trends &
new product offerings that appeal to those exploring a
sober lifestyle.

•

While the sober curious trend has seen a post-pandemic surge, it is considered mainstream by some in the industry.
“Every restaurant or hotel should already have a great list of non-alcoholic cocktails for customers.” “These beverages
are getting their due just like vegan menu choices.” But there’s a definite movement to trash the name “mocktail.” Many
think it sounds like a mockery; a lesser drink. Industry pros agree that someone has to come up with a catchier, less clunky
name for what many menus now simply categorize as “non-alcoholic beverages” on their lists. Then there are those
consumers in what’s called the “California sober” group. They don’t drink alcohol but are looking to socialize around
cannabis-enhanced beverages.
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Me2

Flavour trend quotations
•

“There’s a huge opportunity to tap into this trend with new tropical fruit flavours such as banana, which is a key flavour
trend, with consumers seeking out holiday-style drinks.

•

In a trend analysis by Innova Market Insights, peach was pegged as the fastest growing flavor observed in festive desserts
& indulgent tea launches. Kiwi, strawberries, bananas & citrus saw a surge in popularity.

•

“The popularity of fruity hard seltzers is a testament to the human (& American) nature of wanting less palate-challenging
drinks,”

•

In 2022, expect beverage makers to continue emphasizing the presence of familiar flavors in drinks across categories,
while childhood favorites like watermelon, strawberry, cherry, apple & grape will see a resurgence as consumers reach
for those immediately recognizable & nostalgic profiles.

•

If you’re wondering why the labels & ingredient lists on so many beers suddenly include mango, grapefruit, cherries, &
raspberries, you might want to thank a young adult at your local Starbucks.

•

Watermelon continues to grow 40 percent year over year among mainstream audiences, according to Nielsen data.
Watermelon is a popular seasonal beverage flavor that never goes out of style. According to Datassential, more than
75% of consumers wish there were more items with watermelon on menus. Watermelon on menus has grown by 54% in
the past four years, making it one of the fastest-growing fruits, according to a 2019 MenuTrends study by Datassential.

•

“Peach-based products such as Lipton’s peach tea with honey, & Badoit’s peach flavored sparkling flavored water in
France both tag either low calorie or low sugar bases, reinforcing positive brand connotations, & favorable views on
peach as a flavor base.”

•

Fruit dominates sugar confectionery flavors this year, with brown flavors, such as fudge & toffee, in a “distant second,”
according to Innova Market Insights data. The top six flavors in the category have remained solid for many years but
beyond this, there are more frequent changes of focus. For example, green apple has very much come to the fore in
recent years at the expense of red apple, which was previously popular. Exotic & tropical fruit flavors have also
performed well.

•

“Interestingly, grape-based products have also made an appearance in 2021, which is fighting off current stereotypes
of grape flavored beverages being high in sugar & bad for health, especially in parts of West Europe where they have
less-than-favorable links to low quality.
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•

Strawberry & mango had strong performance as preferred flavors for summer LTOs in popular iced teas & lemonade
platforms, as well as in the addition of real fruit pieces & flavors in coffees. Additionally, using seasonal fruits at their
freshest adds a premium touch to LTO offerings.

•

Citrus & authentic fruit flavors saw a revival this summer. The analysis details this year’s top trends in the summer beverage
market across foodservice in Europe & Russia.

•

Looking at over 300 Limited Time Offerings (LTOs) across 12 European markets, the research reveals that strawberry has
come out as the top drink flavor during summer of this year, as the European coffee shop market bounces back with
NPD levels close to those last seen pre-COVID-19.

•

Growth within the hard tea sector mirrors the flavor profiles used in the RTD area, which include peach, raspberry &
lemon. Meanwhile, the US market prefers mainstream flavors with subtle twists. The UK prefers gin-based seltzers, while
the US market also has many tequila varieties. “There’s always going to be this difference in this area in how people
approach hard tea. Classic pairings include green tea with tropical fruits & white tea with berry profiles such as raspberry
& strawberry. Botanicals are usually infused in either variety. Flavor inspiration can also be taken from hard seltzers with
core profiles like lemon, tropical & berry. “It’s important that with this being a new category, the flavors paired with tea
are kept quite classic with a subtle twist, namely, white peach tea, Sicilian lemon tea.

•

There are no stand-out growth categories within flavor. The core chocolate, vanilla & fruit categories are all growing
slightly ahead of the total market so the emphasis remains on these staple choices. Within fruit flavors, however, choices
are diversifying more widely, with strawberry & banana each gaining ground within the rankings in recent years. At the
same time, more niche fruits are also performing well, including guava, lime, peach & yuzu. Tradition is crucial in this
market, with butter & buttermilk flavors also performing well as part of this theme. Nuts & brown flavors continue to flourish
within chocolate NPD this year, with hazelnut, almond & caramel crowned as the most important flavors overall.

•

Watermelon, clementine & guava are three trending
fruit flavors. In a “Flavor Flash” report on non-alcoholic
beverages cited Mintel data from February showing
53% of consumers have tried watermelon-flavored,
non-alcoholic beverages & liked the beverages,
which compared to 18% who said they had tried them
& did not like the beverages. Watermelon has a strong
summertime association, & many consumers may find
the flavor nostalgic since they grew up consuming
watermelon-flavored candy. 33% of consumers said
they had tried guava flavor in non-alcoholic
beverages & liked it while another 25% said they had
not tried guava but were interested in trying it. Thirteen
percent said they had tried guava & did not like it.
Twenty percent said they had not tried guava, & 9%
said they had never heard of guava. “In a recent
Mintel survey, more than half of consumers have tried
& liked mango & pineapple, two foundational tropical
flavors, while a quarter of consumers are eager to try
guava in the category…in fact, guava is particularly
•
popular with Gen Z & millennial consumers, so we
anticipate significant growth for that flavor to
continue.”

•

Consumers are looking for escapes from today’s stressful realities with flavors ranging from tropical fruits such as guava
& mangos to simply banana. Bar drinks are headed in that direction already so spend extra time on your bar drink
recipes for 2022. Tropical flavors are showing up across convenience store candy aisles.

•

“In a category based primarily on enjoyment & pleasure, consumers tend to be slightly more risk averse when trying a
new dessert or candy flavor, so watching adjacent categories for flavor growth can indicate potential for flavor success
in the near term.” Tropical fruits like mango, coconut, pineapple & guava primarily have been used in beverages,
including soft drinks, teas & sports/energy beverages, but the flavors are becoming more popular in sweet products.
Mintel’s Global New Products Database (GNPD) has revealed new dessert & candy innovation featuring tropical flavors
grew by 156% from 2016 to 2020.
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•

Fruit flavors, ranging from the traditional watermelon to the more exotic jackfruit, are crossing categories, playing a role
in confectionery, beverages & more. Consumers associating citrus with immunity is impacting the flavor category further.
“Tropical fruits tend to represent ‘approachable adventure’ for most consumers...these flavors are familiar to consumers
& can more easily translate from one food/beverage category to the next. In fact, the success of tropical fruits in
categories like confections & desserts can accurately predict their success in other food & beverage categories.

•

In the US & Canada, milk chocolate, chocolate chip & vanilla are the top non-dairy ice cream flavors, according to the
Innova report, with other trending flavors including salted caramel, coffee, strawberry & banana.

•

Pumpkin has become a staple for the autumn LTO season, but flavors such as apple, blackcurrant, raspberry & pear are
increasing in popularity.

•

Fruit flavors such as pineapple, strawberry, cherry & orange are mostly preferred flavors for pharmaceuticals. The
adoption of flavored pharmaceuticals, especially in medicines for kids, is increasing because of the taste masking effect
of these medicines. The Flavors Into Over The Counter OTC Pharmaceuticals Market is slated to witness a staggering
CAGR In Upcoming Years. The future belongs to fee-for-value models. The key stakeholders are into the delivery of highquality, cost-effective care through these models. Thus, e-governance IT programs are being rolled out all over. In all,
the e-market would be the trend in the upcoming period. Preference for fruit flavors in medicines is an ongoing trend in
the flavors into over-the-counter (OTC) pharmaceuticals market. The consumption of fruit flavor formulations by leading
manufacturers is relatively high as compared to other flavors. Strong consumer preference for fruit flavors has prompted
manufacturers of OTC pharmaceuticals to develop unique formulations using them.

Popular flavours
Almond

Grape

Pear

Apple

Grapefruit

Pineapple

Banana

Guava

Pistachio

Black cherry

Honeydew melon

Black currant

Key lime

Pomegranate
Pumpkin
spice

Black raspberry

Kiwi

Blackberry

Lemon

Raspberry
Salted
caramel

Blood orange

Lemon & lime

Strawberry

Blue raspberry

Lemonade

Tangerine

Cantaloupe

Lime

Tart cherry

Cherry

Mango

Vanilla

Clementine

Mixed berry

Watermelon

Coffee

Orange

White peach

Cucumber

Passionfruit

Dragon fruit

Peach
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Millennial

Celebrity, LTO’s, regional, seasonal,
vote for best flavour,
consumer suggestions,
charity, limited edition or release,
engaging story, captivating marketing,
social media driven

One of the largest generations in history is about to move into its prime spending years. Millennials are poised to reshape
the economy; their unique experiences will change the ways we buy & sell, forcing companies to examine how they do
business for decades to come (goldmansachs). They are generally born between 1980-2000 & are even bigger than the
baby boom population. They have been brough up in a transforming world, led by digitization of society. As a result, they
are more tech-savy, more educated, family-centric, achievement orientated, feedback-seeking & considered to be selfcentered & idealistic.

Flavour trend quotations
•

81% of cider drinkers are from Gen Z & millennial demographics, who “like to experiment & look for unique & unusual
flavours.”

•

“Social media is the largest influencer today, & that has only increased during the pandemic,”. “Consumers are tired of
home recipes & see ethnic cuisine as adventurous. They want cuisine experiences that previously may have come
through travel. Now, experiences are achieved through ‘virtual travel.’ They learn about trends, [&] then buy products
in pursuit of that international food experience. Restaurants used to lead this, but COVID has stifled that a lot.”

•

Having more flavors than you can count & limited-edition versions too have made Pringles more popular then ever

•

Over 200 limited-time offerings (LTOs) were examined across Europe & Russia in the autumn analysis of the Art of Taste &
Nutrition 2021. The top three autumn trends are “seasonal indulgence,” “a touch of spice” & “healthy harvest flavors.”

•

Millennials — those born between 1981 & 1996 — have surpassed baby boomers in number, meaning they now comprise
the largest share of the U.S. adult population. This means that businesses should adopt new ways to market & sell to this
generation of consumers. Let’s examine four trends in the millennial generation that could impact businesses. 1.
Millennials are settling down & starting families later. 2. Millennials are using technology differently. 3. Many millennials
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are environmentally conscious. 4. Millennials could soon be driving the luxury market. Don’t forget about the next
generation.
•

Research shows that 54% of consumers will pay a premium for an LTO they like, with 62% agreeing that LTOs encourage
visits to an outlet. With the foodservice channel recovering across Europe, the analysis also found that the number of
LTOs available in autumn 2021 had doubled from 2020.

•

“Consumers want LTOs that are novel & exciting enough to post on social media platforms, but also satisfy their need for
comfort & taste for nostalgia.

•

Hard seltzers now account for 10% of Heineken’s sales in the US after only five years & Mondino believes this is only set to
rise, quoting the fact the global value of the market is predicted to hit $30bn by 2025. Social media will be central to the
launch, with influencers lined up to spread the word to its core audience of 25- to 35-year-olds, a generation that is
“reimaging everything” & more likely to be open to new beverages. “We are relying a lot on the strategy of talking to
influencers, this is a big part of our strategy & our campaign because it has worked really well in Mexico, where we are
market leaders.”

•

The COVID-19 pandemic has dramatically altered everyday life, including how consumers eat, shop & learn about
products. In the case of international flavor trends, independent social media influencers — not major companies —
are popularizing many products. When restaurant visits & travel return to pre-pandemic levels, however, will consumers
be exposed to the same trends they’re seeing online?

•

Hard tea flavor profiles are being developed to suit the tastes of Millennials who prefer the “cocktail flavor” &
provenance, referring to drinks backed up with an engaging story. The “storytelling” trend, highlighted in Innova Market
Insights’ Top Ten Trends for 2020, underscores a growing consumer affinity for products backed by a compelling narrative.

•

According to Technomic’s State of the Menu 2021 report, 37% of best-in-class LTOs have brand mentions, indicating that
consumers are particularly likely to find brand names in menu item titles or descriptions appealing. Brand names are an
effective way to enhance diners’ sense of value by communicating quality & by increasing confidence that they’ll like
the dish if they order it.

•

Even as more of us are able to get together & the pandemic wanes, new nostalgia is here to stay. Because there’s
another looming reality for America’s rapidly aging youth that will require all of us to grab the nearest source of comfort.
“You also have the first millennials turning 40.” “What better time than when you hit midlife to look back & say, ‘I’m not
old! Let me pick up some Naturday Ice Pops or a Bud Light [popsicle]!’”

•

Seasons & holidays bring about an expectation of limited-edition flavors associated with the time of year. In the US,
consumers look forward to flavors such as apple, barbecue, cherry blossom, ginger, hibiscus, lavender, mango, maple,
orange, peppermint, pumpkin spice, salted caramel, smoke, watermelon & yuzu each year. Especially during the
pandemic, seasonal favorites can help consumers break free of day-to-day monotony.

•

Enticing Eats – As the social & digital marketplace grows, visually impactful foods & beverages have given rise to new
flavors, textures & ingredients. In the US new favorites include boba pearls, chia seeds, matcha, miniature baked goods,
plant protein, ruby chocolate, sprinkles, taro, toasted glutinous rice powder, turmeric & whipped coffee.

•

LTOs are important to the industry, & have been particularly important during COVID-19, because they are essentially
more notable spin-offs from giant, always-successful brands. They are bolder, sillier, & designed to get your attention &
light up social media. But they aren’t random by any means. To create the new nostalgia, however, you start with a
known flavor or brand: Pepsi. Then you take another known flavor: apple pie. Both are extremely familiar to consumers,
to the point of being dull. But together? It’s something adventurous that you just have to try. “For the most part when
someone makes a purchase in retail, they still want to know a bit of what they’re getting. It’s a balance, a tension, of
what’s familiar & what’s new,” says Brian Neumann, associate director at the Kraft Heinz Co. “A home run is when you
provide a new take on something relatively known.”

•

“Compared to pre-COVID, we’ve seen somewhere in the 5 to 7 percent of our overall orders shifting to specialty pizzas.
That sounds small but it’s a big deal, people usually have their favorite item, so to get someone to step outside that
comfort zone, that can be a big undertaking,”. “When you see that happening at a faster rate, it’s certainly something
you pay attention to.” Brands should have a regular cadence of LTOs with specialty items & a higher price tag.

•

Seasonal offerings & LTOs can come in handy here to drive hype without altering the core menu. Load a funnel cake
with seasonal toppings such as caramelized cinnamon apples in the autumn, for example, or top mini chocolate Bundt
cakes with crushed candy canes & a dark chocolate drizzle during the holiday season. Cashing in on the snacks & small
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plates trend is also a great opportunity for menu innovation, as smaller portions offer a margin-friendly way encourage
trial among diners. Try offering new flavors on the apps & shareables menu, for example, or promote bite-sized snacks &
desserts as a pick-me-up between meals.
•

With the rise of social media, & of course through the pandemic, cooking at home & cooking adventurously have grown
in popularity. If consumers have a food or travel adventure & it isn’t in their Insta account did the adventure event exist?
So the fact that there has been an increase in demand for flavors so you can make your own Japanese Ramen, for
example, isn’t surprising. Consumers may not look at ESG scores, assign a flavor score or calculate the price per ounce
of what they buy while shopping for CPG food brands but they are clearly looking at brands that add good to
communities, the planet & their people. With most spices sourced from around the world & often from locations at risk
from climate change, there is no surprise that companies have been at the forefront of sustainability. ...they are thinking
about their brand & its impacts on consumer culture.

•

Innovation has never been more important to sweet treat categories. In an Instagram-obsessed age, new product
launches tempt consumers with unique flavors, textures & colors, & keep shoppers returning to the snack aisles. John
Downs, president & CEO of the National Confectioners Association (NCA), notes in the Washington, D.C.-based
organization’s “Sweet Insights: State of Treating 2021” report that the confectionery category “is better positioned than
ever for sustained growth, & our industry has become more consumer-centric in the way it markets its products.”

•

Retailers can expect more high-impact “fun” launches as brands “push the boundaries of colors & flavors,” according
to Euromonitor’s report. The market research firm notes that more brands are “venturing outside the norms to keep
feeding consumer desire to try out a product, engage with a brand digitally & share on social media.”

•

Many consumers crave for excitement during the lockdown period. Trying different flavoured snacks is one way to please
the excitement. Limited-edition snacking products with adventurous flavours in mini-sizes are a low risk approach to
experiment with flavour innovations for both the consumers & the manufacturers.

•

Social media is influencing consumer trends within the hot beverage category giving rise to cozy, “comfort” flavors that
signal autumnal weather. FoodIngredientsFirst takes a closer look at the space, where among staple fall flavors, dessert
& alcohol-inspired mashups, as well as functional benefits, are making a splash in tea & coffee NPD. “Social networks
are increasingly impacting consumer trends in beverages,” says Kévin Bangratz, marketing researcher at Prova. “For
example, we have seen a lot of videos on Instagram, Twitter & even TikTok dealing with Dalgona coffee. We have also
watched many videos of Hot Chocolate Bomb, Espresso Bomb or Tea Bomb preparations.”

•

While more brands are on the shelf, bigger name brands can keep customer loyalty by offering special seasonal options.
If a customer likes & trust their favorite brand, they are more willing to try a limited-edition flavor.
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Examples of flavour launches with a millennial twist
The “Brookie-O” Oreos are a new, limited-edition snack that is essentially half cookie & half brownie

Reference

Oreo is no stranger to a special release. Past Oreo flavors include everything from Carrot Cake Oreos to seasonal options
like Peppermint Bark-flavored Oreo cookies. As of December 2020, the cookie brand has unveiled 65 new flavors total
since its 100th anniversary Birthday Cake Oreo in 2012, according to The New York Times.

Reference

An ice cream company released new flavors inspired by the President-Elect, & Vice President-Elect. Cuppa’ Joe is also in
honor of the President-Elect. It’s a creamy, coffee flavored ice cream. Cardamom amaretto is in honor of Kamala Harris.
It pays tribute to her home state with the California almonds, & includes cardamom kulfi- a nod to her Indian heritage.
Rose’ mimosa is also considered an ‘inauguration-themed’ flavor. It’s in honor of the golden state’s wine country.

Reference

Newest limited-edition soda, which is inspired by the classic seasonal hot cocoa…is the latest concept from the Pepsi Test
Kitchen,” Pepsi shared on Twitter. The new concoction combines “the delicious taste of a Pepsi with the delicious, wintery
taste of chocolate & marshmallow” for a cozy, yet refreshing combination. Pepsi ‘Cocoa’ Cola follows the brand’s limitededition flavor, Pepsi Apple Pie, which was released last month ahead of Thanksgiving. According to the company, the
bubbly cola is designed to taste & smell like a sweet & comforting apple pie, complete with warm notes of cinnamon,
crisp apples, & buttery pastry crust.

Reference

Lady Gaga & Oreo teamed up for a limited-edition flavor. The “Chromatica”-themed cookies go with Gaga’s latest album.
Oreo turned its Golden cookie into a vibrant pink-&-green treat.

Reference

Marmite fans had been experimenting with the combination on social media. Unilever is expanding its Marmite line-up
with limited-edition Marmite Dynamite. The new variant combines Marmite with chilli & is said to provide an “explosion of
flavour”. It follows previous licensed products including Creamy Marmite Butter, Marmite Cream Cheese & Marmite Cheese
Slices.

Reference

Mariah Carey announced a new flavor is being added to her Mariah’s Cookies collection. The singer unveiled the red
velvet white chocolate chunk cookie via Twitter. “Cooking a new flavor for Valentine’s! mariahcareyscookies.com,” she
tweeted.

Reference

An ice cream entrepreneur who’s got a taste for history has created a new flavor in honor of Black History month. It consists
of fresh strawberry ice cream, chocolate creme de menthe pieces & a fresh strawberry swirl. The flavor also has rich some
history behind it. He said it’s named after Augustus Jackson.

Reference

Pringles are gearing up to launch two new flavours that pay tribute to some dishes we’ve been missing since overseas
travel was nixed. The limited-edition flavours form part of their ‘Pringles Passport’ range, & include the rather bold-sounding
New York Style Cheeseburger & Sichuan Style Kung Pao Chicken.

Reference

“I Dream of Creamer” launches with a new video clip designed for social media, weaving in colorful tie-dye backdrops &
a 1970s-style typeface. “It is a beautiful interpretation of the world of our coffee creamers, a psychedelic escape into your
favorite daydream,” Revis said. The video was designed to inspire people to imagine new flavors & submit their idea on a
Chobani microsite. An internal panel at the company will narrow down submissions to three finalists, which fans can vote
on in July. The winner of the chosen flavor will receive $75,000 & see their creation on shelves in early 2022.

Reference

KitKat in Japan is in a league of its own, with countless seasonal flavours, regional varieties & special limited editions you
won’t find anywhere else.

Reference

Two new limited edition flavours….Tayto Beef Brisket flavour & Tayto Philly Cheese Steak These are the latest instalment in
a number of limited edition flavours as the company have created some unique flavoured crisps in the past. Bacon &
cabbage flavour, beef stew, turkey & stuffing, hot wings & curry chip flavour have all featured for Ireland’s largest crisp
manufacturer in the past. They also have a brief foray into chocolate with their chocolate & cheese & onion bar.

Reference
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For many people, a perfect night in is spent on the couch watching classic TV or movies with a pint of ice cream. Now,
Serendipity Brands is combining all of that into one concoction. Thanks to a new partnership with Warner Bros., Serendipity
is releasing a line of ice cream based on classic entertainment—& first up are pints inspired by the show Friends....The
Goonies, Caddyshack, & A Christmas Story.....Meanwhile, collaborating on new ice creams is just another day in the life of
Warner Bros. Consumer Brands: Previously, we’ve covered them teaming up for a Batman restaurant, Lord of the Rings
wines, & even a different ice cream project: a Flintstones-themed pop-up ice cream shop back in 2017.

Reference

Dolly Parton has been working 9 to 5 crafting a special new ice cream flavor. Jeni’s Splendid Ice Creams announced a
new flavor in partnership with Parton earlier this week after teasing the collaboration on their social media.

Reference

Gifford’s is now the official ice cream of the Boston Celtics & ice cream! Full Quart Pretz has vanilla ice cream, chocolate
covered pretzel balls, chocolate caramel cups & caramel ripple. The ice cream that started in a small town in Maine is
made in New England for New England. Partnering with the Celtics had to happen. Gifford’s already has partnered with
the Bruins & Patriots…so of course, the Celtics were next!

Reference

PepsiCo, with an assist from NBA superstar LeBron James, is hoping to win over coffee drinkers with a new line of energy
drinks under its Mountain Dew brand by touting its taste & ability to invigorate consumers. The new line is available in 6
flavors: Pomegranate Blue Burst, Orange Breeze, Strawberry Melon Spark, Tropical Sunrise, Berry Blitz & Peach Mango Dawn.

Reference

The former professional footballer (David Beckham) confirmed that his whisky brand is expanding after unveiling a fruity
new flavour – Haig Club Mediterranean Orange Spirit Drink.

Reference

Smithworks® by Pernod Ricard & country music artist Blake Shelton, announce the launch of Smithworks Hard Seltzer
Lemonade that come in four flavors: Classic, Ripe Strawberry, Southern Peach Tea, Crisp Lime

Reference

Iconic trailblazers in the Middle East Nayla Al Khaja, Raha Moharrak, Maz Hakim & Yasmin Yousri are teaming up with global
ice cream powerhouse Häagen-Dazs over International Women’s Day (IWD) 2021 to unravel uplifting stories of women
who have inspired the world by not holding back. ‘Women Who Don’t Hold Back’ marks the brand’s IWD celebration
which will be rolled out exclusively in the region, building on their new global campaign. Häagen-Dazs is also calling on
people to nominate other extraordinary women whose stories will also inspire countless others; two additional favourite
flavours will be renamed after these exemplary women who don’t hold back

Reference

Eden Mill’s expert senior distilling team, Scott Ferguson & Andrew Walker. have handcrafted two new limited edition gins;
‘Red Wine Cask-Aged Gin’ & ‘White Wine Cask-Aged Gin’

Reference

Inspired by Japanese bamboo forests & sakura blossoms, two new season-limited Oreo flavours are hitting the shelves – a
sakura strawberry flavoured Oreo & the first-ever green Oreo flavoured with sour plum

Reference

Givaudan Taste & Wellbeing launched its Aroma Kiosk, a digital sensory tool designed to gather valuable consumer insights
on flavors. The Aroma Kiosk is the latest addition to Givaudan’s digital & AI tools ecosystem that allows the company to
streamline end-to-end product creation processes from conception to rollout. The company also launched its Advanced
Tools for Modelling (ATOM), which uses AI to optimize food & flavor formulation & facilitate co-creation & collaboration
with customers.

Reference
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Zoomer

AI-derived,
extreme/sensational/novelty,
exclusivity, mystery flavour,
cross-brand or applications
mashups, novelty/gimmick,
pop culture, local,
collaborations, extensive
variety, customization,
experiential

Zoomers can be defined as the generation born between 1997 & 2012. They are considered to be (1) more global, (2) very
influenceable, (3) more demanding, (4) eager to stand out, (5) after experiences & (6) pro social responsibility.

Flavour trend quotations
•

The sense of adventure is correlated with age to some degree. Those under age 45 are most likely to seek out new
flavors all of the time while consumers 55 & older are less likely to try something different.“When it comes to flavors &
experimentation, it’s younger consumers, including Gen Z, of which the oldest is 26 this year, & younger millennials.”
“Those are the ones who want to play around with flavors the most.”

•

Flavors like grapefruit, lemon & lime will remain popular, & companies may emphasize specific geographic locations.
“Tracing flavors to a specific region creates a transportive experience that helps differentiate an otherwise standard
flavor”. “As the market continues to saturate with the usual essentials, consumers can expect more diversity &
premiumization through varietals of familiar flavors.”

•

Adventures in Flavor: While global flavors have been trending for several years now, consumers forced to quarantine
during the pandemic have started looking for ways to create some adventure with their food & beverage flavors. Look
for at home flavor safaris & staycation foods & beverages to include even bolder global flavors & flavor mash-ups,
unusual flavor combinations.

•

Novelty brand product extensions aren’t a new trend, but they have been gaining popularity. “These are collaborations
like in music—Eminem & Rihanna, Lady Gaga & whoever. People always love them. What’s not to like?”

•

Experimentation with unique flavours rooted in local preferences translate into beloved products. Success stems from a
brands freedom & flexibility to research & develop products that will resonate with customers in specific regions. “A
consumer focused-company needs to show that it grasps the taste preferences of its different consumer bases & is able
to deliver new, innovative products based on these nuances,” introduce products rooted in local preferences to
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consumers in new markets, tapping their potential to appeal to consumers worldwide & to create the same “wow”
response among customers elsewhere.
•

The pandemic has influenced consumers to try new & inventive ice cream & frozen novelty products.

•

Snacks popular with consumers are being reimagined in a bid to gain new fans & earn viral fame. Local food companies
are collaborating with each other to create fun new flavors for consumers to try.

•

Unfamiliar flavors pique consumer curiosity whether from fantasy flavors, mystery flavors or getting acquainted with
unfamiliar flavors in product extensions or limited-editions.

•

Licensed products are another opportunity to create buzz. “Licenses are very important to the kid’s novelty category,”
“Kids base their candy & snack choices on the licenses that they know & love.”

•

The younger generations, Gen Z & Millennials, are taking over & starting trends that strongly influence how people
discover & buy things that they both need & want. These young professionals & digital natives are all about trying
something new: new food, new places, & yes, even a refreshing new drink.

•

Novelty candy was possibly one of the biggest unknowns when it came to how COVID-19 would impact the
confectionery industry. But sales data shows how strong the sector is. Sales of novelty non-chocolate candy were up
19.2 percent compared to a year ago, at $967.12 million, according to the IRI data for the year ending June 13, 2021. &
they are up significantly compared to pre-pandemic numbers as well. IRI data for the latest 52 weeks ending Sept. 2019
shows that they are up almost $200 million. At that time, sales of novelty non-chocolate candy were up 1.9 percent to
$772.24 million.

•

Drinks with outlandish flavours that are highly limited — such as spicy chip-flavoured Flamin’ Hot Mountain Dew or a
marshmallow-flavoured Pepsi drink — evoke a sense of FOMO, or fear of missing out, that can drive consumers to pick
them up. Clever marketing on social media such as Twitter can also boost the popularity of these exclusive, hard-to-get
drinks.

•

Coca-Cola unveiled several better-for-you beverages at the NACS Show that will roll out next year, including a line of
Aguas Frescas The juice drinks were created to satisfy Gen Z’s desire for unique flavors & indulgence while piquing their
curiosity with its globally inspired heritage, according to the company.

•

The avoidance of alcohol is fast becoming the norm
for a growing minority of global consumers. While this
trend is evidenced across all age groups, it is most
apparent in Generation Z consumers, with as many as
a third of consumers aged 18-25 now saying that they
never consume alcohol, according to a new report
from Innova Market Insights. Notably, the market
researcher says this trend creates an entirely new subcategory within the alcoholic drinks market. Younger
consumers appear reluctant to turn their backs on
either the taste or sophistication of beer, wine & spirits
in favor of traditional soft drinks. As a result, alcoholfree choices are flooding the shelves, & concepts are
becoming more attractive with botanicals in NPD.
Younger consumers appear reluctant to turn their
backs on either the taste or sophistication of beer,
wine & spirits in favor of traditional soft drinks. However,
launches of low-alcohol drinks such as hard seltzers are
growing twice as fast.
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Examples flavour launches with a zoomer twist
With only 75 jars available, orange you glad that your chances of eating it are actually rather low? Heinz and Terry’s
Chocolate Orange have joined forces to create a limited edition mayonnaise – just in time for Christmas. The brands have
released 75 jars of the so-called “yuletide” concoction in Ireland. “Christmas just got even Christmassier,” a statement
said. “Two of the nation’s festive feasting must-haves have come together for a world’s first and the absolute ultimate in
Yuletide pairings: Heinz [Seriously] Good Mayonnaise and the unmistakable flavour of milk chocolate and real orange oil
from Terry’s Chocolate Orange, all wrapped up and ready to delight your taste buds this Christmas. ”They’ve assured
customers that their new product is “snow joke” and claim that it is actually rather delicious.

Reference

Using Pinterest to predict flavour trends

Reference

AI experts are finding other interesting ways to use the technology—whether it’s developing new flavors or selling beer
faster—& at Google, they recently revealed an application that use artificial intelligence to create desserts! Inspired by
the pandemic-spawned spike in searches for baking, the team at Google Cloud “decided to dive a little deeper into the
trend & try to understand the science behind what makes cookies crunchy, cake spongy & bread fluffy,” according to
a post on their blog. Then, once armed with that machine learning knowledge, they attempted to mix these attributes
into what they bill as “two completely new baking recipes”: a Cakie, which is said to have “the cakiness of cake &
crispiness of a cookie,” & a Breakie, which is billed as “a fluffy bread/cookie hybrid boasting the texture of a muffin.”

Reference

Kraft Canada is launching a limited-edition Candy KD for Valentine’s Day. The exclusive pink Candy KD features hints of
sweet candy.

Reference

Novelty Oreos sell reasonably well. According to Nielsen, sales of flavored, seasonal & other novelty Oreos were up over
12 percent over the last three years. But the sales are not the point. Novelty Oreos, play a much purer role: They help
drive consumers back to milk’s alleged favorite, the 108-year-old paterfamilias, the plain old Oreo. In other words, the
new flavors function as advertisements for the original. & it seems to work. In the time that sales were up 12 percent for
novelty flavors, sales of the classic were up almost 22 percent, according to Nielsen.

Reference

Dill pickle milkshakes, olive oil ice cream or citrus flavored coffees & mystery-flavored foods & beverages where you get
to taste & try & decipher the flavors.

Reference

Baskin-Robbins’ latest campaign sees the ice cream brand challenge fans to invent a new flavour combination in a bid
to win free ice cream for life. The campaign centres around an interactive digital experience in which fans mix & match
any two flavours to create their own, one-of-a-kind ‘Flavour Slam. The concept, brought to life via a series of surreal TVCs,
leverages the brand’s heritage as the global pioneers of innovative ice cream flavours. “This campaign takes inspiration
from their new global brand repositioning strategy, which encourages people to discover the joy of a life lived flavourfully.
We’ll be rolling out the new brand across all of our 84 Australian stores.” Flavour Slam is supported by a digital marketing
spend, national cinema campaign & influencer collaborations with Youtube & TikTok stars.

Reference

The ice cream is a collaboration between Palmer Candy Co. & Stensland Family Farms Creamery. “Apparently, Stensland
had experimented with a cherry-flavored ice cream but couldn’t come up with the right flavor,” said Monica Waldon of
Palmer’s Olde Tyme Candy Shoppe. “It was only after that when they discovered the cherry flavor of a Bing was the taste
they were looking for.”

Reference

Change the Whirled, in partnership with football star & vegan racial justice advocate Colin Kaepernick. The new flavor is
a permanent addition to Ben & Jerry’s growing vegan line & features a caramel sunflower butter base—an innovation
the ice cream company launched last January—that is loaded with fudge chips, graham cracker swirls, & chocolate
cookie swirls. A portion of the vegan flavor’s sales will be donated to Know Your Rights Camp, a racial justice organization
Kaepernick founded in 2016 in Oakland, CA to advance the liberation & well-being of Black & Brown communities. “Colin
Kaepernick & his Know Your Rights Camp is the perfect partner for Ben & Jerry’s to continue to advance our work on
issues of racial justice,” Ben & Jerry’s CEO Matthew McCarthy said. “Ben & Jerry’s is proud to diversify our flavor portfolio
by honoring Kaepernick with a full-time flavor.

Reference
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Boost Juice has launched three new bizarre smoothie flavours inspired by BBQ. The new smoothies include soy sauce,
smokey mango & balsamic strawberry.

Reference

WhistlePig & Ben & Jerry’s are two well known brand names in their respective industries. They both also come from
Vermont, & in fact you can experience both in a day in that state if you want, given that there is a WhistlePig tasting room
right nearby the Ben & Jerry’s factory in the town of Waterbury. The two also now have another way to enjoy them
together, courtesy of a new ice cream collaboration.

Reference

Kopparberg UK launched a Passionfruit & Orange Cider. New cider is available exclusively in Sainsbury stores

Reference

Chef Matthew Kenney’s new ice cream flavor—made in collaboration with San Francisco food technology startup Eclipse
Foods—features a creamy pistachio base that is layered with vegan ricotta cheese & dotted with cherries.

Reference

Some of Melbourne’s best chefs have joined forces with gelateria Piccolina to create some wild & wonderful flavours for
the Piccolina Gelato Project: 8 Chefs in 8 Weeks. Launched in time to celebrate the opening of Piccolina’s latest Degraves
Street location, each week between Wednesday, February 10 to Tuesday, April 6 will involve a different chef showcasing
three limited-edition flavours at a time.

Reference

This new HI-CHEW Berry Mix, which includes all three flavors (Black Cherry, Raspberry, & Blueberry), is available exclusively
at 7-Eleven stores nationwide.

Reference

Mackie’s Crisps have announced the new flavour Pickled Onion. previous special flavours such as: Lorne Sausage &
Brown Sauce, & Haggis, Neeps & Totties.

Reference

Krispy Kreme Australia has teamed up with world famous biscuit brand Biscoff. The two brands have unveiled two new
epic doughnuts – Ring & Cheesecake Customers can enjoy the limited edition Lotus Biscoff Ring & the Lotus Biscoff
Cheesecake doughnuts. ‘We saw how loved Lotus Biscoff was around the world so knew we had to give Aussies the
chance to taste the two iconic flavours brought together in one delicious doughnut’

Reference

A convenience store chain announced the debut of its Peeps Latte, a creamy, marshmallow-infused coffee beverage
that’s actually yellow.

Reference

Dunkin’ teamed up with Frankford Candy to create Dunkin’ iced coffee flavored jelly beans, available now for a limited
time. Each bag of jelly beans features an assortment of flavors inspired by Dunkin’s signature iced coffee, including french
vanilla, caramel latte, butter pecan, toasted coconut & hazelnut

Reference

The “Moa Burger” Pringles taste like garlic, sweet ginger, & savoury beef. The bizarre flavour creation is based upon the
‘moa’ animals in the video game Halo: Reach, which are “large, flightless bird-like creatures with two legs, wings, scales
from the neck up, & a lizard-like head”.

Reference

Blue Buried Treasure is the latest beer with ice cream flavour released by Muskoka Brewery & Kawartha Dairy. Two of the
greatest things about Muskoka are ice cream & beer. The region’s best known craft brewery & the famous Kawartha
Dairy bring them together in one delicious adult dessert brew with Blue Buried Treasure, a beer that mimics the taste of
one of Kawartha’s popular ice cream flavours

Reference

Twizzlers new mystery flavor is the latest taste teaser to hit the market.

Reference

Jeni’s is really churning out the flavors this year, & one of the new pints has stirred up some controversy. The ice cream
company unveiled its surprising Everything Bagel flavor earlier this year, & according to the company, it’s “the flavor you
never knew you wanted.” The frozen pint features “buttery streusel laden with sesame, poppy seeds—& yes, onions &
garlic—woven throughout subtly sweet cream cheese ice cream. Acceptable to enjoy at any time of day,” the company
explained in the announcement. The flavor is part of the limited edition “Ice Cream for Breakfast Collection.”

Reference
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Dunkin’ is launching ready-to-drink bottled Iced Coffee in Girl Scout Cookie inspired flavors, keeping fans refreshed &
running with their favorite cookie flavors. This is the first time the iconic Thin Mints, Coconut Caramel & S’mores flavors will
be available in bottles of iced coffee.

Reference

Pepsi & Peeps are collaborating on a new drink that combines the two extra-sweet flavors, the companies announced

Reference

Lotte Confectionery takes flavors found in common Korean food & combines them with different varieties of its steadyselling ice cream. For example, its Chaltteok Ice mixes the flavors of tteokbokki & cheese to make a mochi-like ice cream
with a spicier & more savory flavor profile. Convenience stores are on the frontline for people looking to grab a quick
snack & aim to stock eye-catching items in order to boost sales. Snack collaborations have become more popular.

Reference

Confectionery giant Mars Wrigley UK & Google Cloud have developed the world’s first Maltesers AI Cake. The hybrid
“cakie” concept includes both AI-generated cake & cookie elements. A Google Cloud engineer created a Machine
Learning model that uses hundreds of existing recipes from traybakes to scones to come up with the concept. The move
comes amid a growing interest in hybrid food products. This year, Innova Market Insight has named “Product Mashups:
When Trends Collide” as a Top Trend for 2021. “AI is a powerful tool & I love thinking about fun, new applications of it. I set
out to build a model using Google Cloud AI that could provide the basis for a new recipe featuring Maltesers,”
According to Google Search Trends, in 2021, baking was searched 44 percent more compared to the same time last
year. Google Cloud developers tapped into home baking trends to investigate the relationship between AI & baking.

Reference

Everyone has a favorite SOUR PATCH KID flavor that they’ll argue is the best. The SOUR PATCH KIDS brand is now adding
a new flavor to the mix that is sure to get fans talking even more. For the first time ever, the SOUR PATCH KIDS brand is
introducing an all-new mystery flavor & will invite fans to play “detective” for a chance to win $50,000 & other sweet
instant prizes along the way. The limited-edition Mystery flavor is now available nationwide at participating retailers.

Reference

The limited-edition flavour, called Pickle Rick Mint, features a mint slab with mint crisps “sandwiched between the iconic
Maxibon biscuit & half dipped in a Pickle Rick inspired green coloured white choc with cookie crumbs.”

Reference

Doritos has launched ‘Test Flavour 855’. It’s best described as a “bold new mystery flavour that has been developed via
an extensive, experimental testing process.” The limited-edition mystery chip also comes with the chance to win $10,000
if you can guess the correct flavour.

Reference

Sweet Republic, an ice cream shop with locations in various Valley cities, is known for its unusual flavors, including blue
moon, honey lavender, & honey blue cheese. Now, the shop has rolled out more new ice cream flavors, including one
that’s hard to fathom: Dill Pickle.

Reference

Ralf’s Artisan Gelato serves regular fruity flavours, plus gelatos made from pho, fish sauce & black sticky rice. The sorbets,
meanwhile, boast a huge variety of fruit infusions, including mango, guava, blackcurrant, redcurrant, passion fruit, kiwi,
green apple, raspberry, sour cherry, peach & lemon. Those flavours are complemented by sorbets based on Asian fruits
such as soursop, jackfruit, dragon fruit & durian.

Reference

Recipe box company Gousto has come up with an experimental new range of burgers which includes peanut butter &
jelly, marmite-glazed chicken – & a cream tea burger.

Reference
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Multisensory

Flavour quotations
• Half of consumers globally seek adventure from unknown F&B products & are interested in trying out new products or
experiences. This, in turn, generates the potential for texture innovations in the industry. “Consumers are searching for multisensorial & indulgent foods & beverages for a great experience, but at the same time want to avoid the so-called ‘nasties’
such as artificial colors or flavors. Innovations that can fulfill both needs are something we will see more of.”
• Color trends have influenced flavor innovation. This year, Pantone LLC, Carlstadt, NJ, identified illuminating yellow as one
of two “Colors of the year for 2021,” as it is suggestive of a sunshine-filled day. Flavors such as Sicilian lemon & Indian
turmeric complement many trends, including color. “These bright yellow ingredients emulate feelings of happiness,
signaling optimism in the new year,” Ms. Wright said. “But developing new products goes well beyond annual color trends.
The themes we see dominating the landscape for 2021 are the quest for holistic health & wellness, a desire for comfort as
well as thirst for adventure.
• Hot Cocktails will make a comeback as many people will continue to gather & drink outdoors & as restaurants & bars
have built up outdoor dining spaces.
• “As consumers continue to seek out new experiences from the safety of home, we’ve also identified flavors with an
enhanced sensorial appeal — think spicy, smokey, or minty profiles,”
• Consumer demand for multiple textures & flavor combinations.
• “A trend we’re seeing with Gen Z is that they’re all about texture, so we’re really leaning into that,” said Chris Yemma,
senior director of industry relations & commercial communications at PepsiCo. “You can think about it as a
multidimensional snack. We launched Doritos 3D last year, & it was a huge hit. It was the evolution of 3Ds from back in the
nineties.”
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